Olm dedication plays par t
in Parent s Weekend
BY RENEE LAJEUNESSE
News Editor

The dedication of the RW. Olin
Science Center, touted as "the 'centerpiece of a science renaissance at
Colby," took place on Friday and
Saturday, October 4 and 5, during
Parents Weekend.
The dedication kicked off on Friday at 3 p.m. with a panel discussion of six distinguished Colby
alumni entitled "Liberal Arts Colleges: Their Contributions and Future Role in American Science and
Science Education." The guests,
Andrew Goode '80,Mary Elizabeth
Heiskell '92,Peter J. Morin '81,Paul
Nelson '68, Kristian Parker '94 and
Diane Zavotsky '82, explored the
role of liberal arts colleges in American sciences through their own experiences both at and away from
Colby.
The panelists each sp oke briefly
concerning their perspectives on
how Colby influenced their career
paths in science or science-related
fields and how liberal arts colleges
like Colby can contribute to the
education of tomorrow's scientists
and inform citizens in this increasingly scientificall y oriented and
technologically advanced world.
Zavotsky,who received her B.A.
in biology at Colby, now has a threephysician family medicine practice
affiliated with the Lahey-Hitchcock
in Colebrook, N.H. She spoke of
the advantages of a liberal arts college in teaching students to grasp
concepts and understand situations
in a larger sense, rather than only
in a narrow, scientific sense.
"A basic understanding of the
maths and sciences is becoming
necessary... If someone has a basic
understanding, they can feel much
better about making' an informed

decision," said Zavotsky.
Nelson asked and answered his
own question by saying, "Does [a
liberal arts education] really prepare out ; children .for success in
their lives? I think it does." A high
school level science teacher for the
past 28 years, he spoke of his beliefs that liberal arts colleges train
young adults to think critically and
be more open-minded.
"I did come away [from Colby]
with a rounded education," said
Goode,who graduated from Colby
with a degree in economics before
eventually landing his present position with The Nature Conservancy, an international environmental group.
Parker , from Europe, "came to
Colby wanting to be a bio major
but still wanting to look around."
He spoke of the advantages of being able to take so many other nonscience classes: Now, in his third
year of 'graduate school, Parker
hopes to teach and to continue research at an institution similar to
Colby in the future .
"My experience at Colby was a
big exploration for me ... spanning
and broadening my horizons/' said
Heiskell. "The broader you are, the
more flexible and adaptable you
are ... you have the ability to go off
in different paths." Heiskell is presently working toward her graduate degree in environmental law,
exemplifying the opportunities that
Colby's liberal arts education . afforded her.
Morin,who received his B.A. as
a physics major with a concentration in chemistry, holds academic
appointments as a clinical fellow in
neurology and a research fellow in
neurology at Harvard Medical
School and is the author of several
See OLIN on page 4

Colby students join Clinton's Portland
ra lly for 'Four More Years'
BY REBECCA POLLARD
Contributing Writer

¦¦'¦
••A single night after the first debate of the 1996
Presidential Campaign season,President Clinton and
his entourage arrived at Hadlock Field in Portland,
Maine to rally for support from Maine votes.
Amid a carnival-like atmosphere, complete with
performances from local choral groups and high school
bands leading the crowd in renditions of the
"Macarena" and "Louie, Louie/' thousands gathered
Monday night hours before the scheduled 8:30 p.m.
appearance of the President to cheer on the Clinton /
Gore ticket.
Much enthusiasm was spurred prior to Clinton's
speech, as chants of "Four more years!" reigned early
and only grew louder as the chilly evening progressed. A full- house filled the home of the Portland
Sea Dogs baseball team, eager to listen to perhaps the
most powerful man in the world.
Representatives from the Colby Democrats traveled to Portland to serve as volunteers at the event.
They aided organizers by directing reporters and
spectators in order to ensure the night ran smoothly,
while;simultaneously gaining experience for their
own future political quests.
Most of the Colby Democrats had tuned in to the
debate the previousnight and were pleased with their
candidates' performance. Kyle-Vogt '99, was happy
that the debate stayed "issue-oriented." He added
that "Clinton let [Dole's] couple of low blows speak
for themselves,"a point the President later referred to
as well.
"Last night, we heard two different visions of the
future...We can disagree without letting our political
language turn into a rude shelling match,"said Clinton
in his speech at Hadlock Field.
The recent debate seemed to have prompted increased anticipation for the arrivalof the President. A
little later than the anticipated 8:30 p.m. start, a black
limousine with the Presidential seal on the door preceded Clinton, who sauntered onto the field with
such Maine democratic politicians as former Maine
state Governor Joseph Bremtan, Maine First District
US congressional candidate Tom Allen and congressional representative John Baldacci.
Each of the Maine candidates spoke, touting Presi-
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President Bill Clinton spoke in Portland
on Monday night.
dent Clinton's accomplishments over the past four
years, especially in relation to the citizens of Maine.
Incumbent John Baldacci, the 2nd district Maine
congressional representative,boasted of the Democratic Party's continual support of the "shipyards,
naval stations and farmers in Maine."He also stated
that the administration "stood by the thirty-two
thousand young people that qualify for federal student aid/'
In turn, education seemed to take hold as the
overwhelming theme of the evening. Each of the
candidates, and the President himself, accentuated
the increasing need for accessibility for higher education to all.
Former Maine Governor an d current can didate
for the US Senate Joseph Brennan said that in order
to compete in the global market, "we must make it
easier for more Americans to get a higher education." He cited a study compiled by the Maine
See CLINTONon p ag e 7
.

Indian healer speaks of harmony, balance at Spotlight
BY BENJAMIN JOHNSTON
Contributing Writer

Colby 's fourth Spotlight Lecture
of the year brought Micmac Indian
elder and healer Don Capelin to an
overflowing Pug h Center Common
Room where he delivered a speech
stressing the importance of balance
in tine's self and harmony with the
Creator.
Capelin, known by the Indian
name of Red Rock Turtle Spirit,
blended humor and religious doctrine into his lecture which stressed
the balance of self and warned that
"we must help mother earth before
she starts to retaliate."
Capelin expressed his belief that
humans have fallen out of harmony
with the laws of the Creator , but
offered the hope that "if we can
harmonize with our Creator, we can

harmonize with our brothers and
sisters."
His job as a healer is to serve as
the link between the sick on earth
and the Creator,helping people find
a balance in their lives so as to
achieve that harmony.
Capelin himself knows the importance of balance. Raised in a
dysfunctional home plagued by alcohol and physical abuse, he too
became consumed by drugs and alcohol.
"You don't have to die to go to
hell, I've been through it alread y,"
he said to the crowd. Capelin began
to pull himself closer to the balance
he today regards as so important
when he wandered into a "drumming" ceremony of a local Indian
group many years ago. Later he was
asked to attend a purif y ing sweat
which he described as "a f orm of

cleansing because you can heal yourself, you just look inside of you."
As a member of this spiritual
group, Capelin for the first time began to feel a balance within himself,
a feeling which allowed him to end
his use of drugs and alcohol and
remain this way for the past twenty
years, he said. These feelings of balance and self control compelled him
to perform a "vision quest," where
he spent four days and nights without food or water in the wilderness.
According to Capelin, the quest
enabled him to examine his actions
as well as his inner self and to ask
the Creator for guidance. Since his
first quest, hehas repeated the ritual
many times and even went on a
seven d ay fast a few years ago. These
seven d ays were spen t pray ing t o
the Creator for guidance in helping
a man who was very sick. As a

result they allowed Capelin to become a true Algonquin Micmac
healer, the only one on his reserve
and one of only four in the world,he
said.
Capelin told the crowd that even
though his title regards him as a
healer, only theCreator has the power
to heal. To prove his point, he li ghtly
told the crowd, "All I know is there is
a God and I ain't it."Although he has
studied for many years, he said that
he knows only the smallest fraction
of what there is to be learned.
Capelin stressed that despite human limitations,we all have the ability "to live in harmony." He urged
everyone to pray for guidance and
Echo photo by Kate Dun lop balance in order to solve our collective problems.
Micmac Indian Don Capelin
"You pray according to the way
delivered last week's
understand, but at least let's
you
Sp otlig ht Lecture i n th e
pray together," he said.Q
Pu gh Center.

Social Life Pro grammin g Board
discusses use of chem-free funds
BY LAUREN HOISINGTON
Contributing Writer

Trial begins for Waterville
man accused of killing nuns
The trial of Mark Bechard, a Waterville man who stands accused of
murdering two nuns and attemp ting murder on two others of the
Blessed Sacrament convent, began on Monday,October 6 at Somerset
County Superior Courthouse in Skowhegan. Bechard has pleaded not
guilty by reason of insanity to the bloody January 27,1996 murders of
Mother Superior Edna Mary Cardozo,whose cheek he stabbed with a
knife,and Sister Marie Julien Fortin,whose face he repeatedly stomped
on as she lay bleeding on the floor. Bechard also injured two sisters to
the point of hospitalization. His lawyers hope to convince the Superior
Court Justice that Bechard should stay at the Augusta Mental Health
Institute until he is no longer a threat to himself or the community.
Bechard waived his right to a jury trial. (RL)

Professor Gemery honored
for excellence in teaching

Colby Professor of Economics Hank Gemery has been selected as
the winner of the 1996 Jonathan Hughes Prize for Excellence in
Teaching Economic History.The presentation of the award was made
on September 7 at the annual meeting of the Economic History
Association in Berkeley, Calif. The award, established in memory of
Hughes, a committed and influential teacher of economic history,
acknowledged Gemery for the "high standards he has set for undergraduate teaching." The citation indicated that Gemery has made a
"lasting impact on a number of his students who have gone on to other
institutions to write doctoral dissertations in economic history." (RL)

Parking notice
While students leave for Fall Break , faculty and staff will remain on
_ampus and at work. For this reason, parking rules will be strictly
enforced on Monday and Tuesday. Security asks that students refrain
from parking in faculty or staff lots, and that they remind parents and
Dthers who may be giving them fides to obey the rules. (KH)

Bixler, Dana Scholars
honored last Friday
BY RENEE LAJEUNESSE
News Editor

Congratulations to the. Julius
Seelye Bixler and Charles A. Dana
Scholars who were honored on Friday evening, October 4, in Roberts
Union.
The Bixler scholarships are
awkfded annually to top-ranking
upperclassmen as determined by
their cumulative academic record.
In its 36th year, the Bixler Scholars
Program honored 17 students.
Christine Brown, Michael Doogue,
Heide Girardm, Jennifer Higgins,
Hillary Kane and Melissa O'Donnell
are the recipients for the Class of
1997. Junior class scholars include
Emilie Archambeault,Shana Bondi,
Ying Lin , Anne Miller, Jod y
Navitsky and Kaushik Gautam Sen.
The Class of 1999's recipients are
Christina Lemieux, Jennie Oberzan,
William Polkinghom, Heather
Sanders and Andrea Wooley. Julius
Seelye Bixler was Colby 's 16th president. After retiring in 1960, the Parents'Association established a scholarship program m honor of him,
which was later expanded by substantial funds from Dr. Bixlcr'saunt,
Mrs. Margaret Grier Bixler, in 1964.
In the 31st year of the Charles A.
Dana Scholars Program , 14
upperclass students were honored.
Grarils from the Foundation enable
Colby to continue this program
which identifiesand encourages students who have. deMohstrated

strong academic performance and
great leadership potential . This
year's Class of 1997 recipients are
Hristina Dantcheva, Noah OwenAshley, Lisa Tinanoff and Lauren
Vitrano. Junior scholars include
Andrea Bassi, Jeana Flahive, Mary
Harnden, Alan Kennedy and Elizabeth Letcher, while Kol Harvey,
Stephen Kaj dasz, Kelley Martin,
Megali? Sriu'th and Joslraa Youhjg
represent the Class of 1999.
This fall's Bixler-Dana Convocation occurred in conjunction with
the dedication of the F.W. Olin Science Center.
"All of these are a commitment
to Colby education,"said President
William Cotter, in speaking of the
Bixler Scholars Program , the
Charles A. Dana Scholars Program
and the F.W. Olin Foundation. He
later added , "These are three philanthropic forces... each with a deep
commitment to the importance of
opportunity for all students."
Following the presentation of
certificates, conserva tion biologist
Dr. Thomas Eisner delivered an
address entitled , "The Hidden
Value of Nature," in honor of the
Olin Science Center dedication.
Eisner, a professor of biology at
Cornell University and the director of the Cornell Institute for Research in Chemical Ecology, spoke
of the exploration of biogenetic resources in nature and the importance of science ih undergraduate
education.Q - '. '

A Social Life Programming
Board was created this year, at the
suggestion of the Trustee Commission on Alcohol, in order to provide
alternatives to the "typical" keg
parties held in dorms on the weekends. It is an 11-member group composed of the Student Association
(Stu-A) Social Chair Chris Sullivan
'97, Stu-A Cultural Chair Walter
Wang '99, the four commons vice
presidents, the Coffeehouse program coordinator, the president of
CSNAP (Colby Students for NonAlcoholic Programming), the student Spa program coordinator and
two at large student members.
The Board has been allotted
$35,000 to use .for weekend nonalcohohc programming. Thismoney
consists of the $17,500 that was under the control of Assistant Dean of

Students and Director of Student
Activities Ben.Jorgensen and Dean
of Students Janice Kassman as part
of their combined budget last^year
and an additional $17,500 allocated
by the Board of Trustees, as laid out
in the Report of the Trustee Commission on Alcohol.
As one of the first proposals to
the board, Wang proposed bringing the play "Our Young Black Men
are Dying and No One Seems to
Care" to the Colby campus. According to Wang, the play would
consist of three men speaking about
the "plight of the black man." It
would go up February 21, be held
in the Page Commons Room and
cost the college $4,075. Nothing
definite was decided as to whether
or not the proposal will be approved or exactly how it would be
funded,but options were discussed
as to what sources could provide
the money.

Jorgensen expressed his interestin seeing the $35,000 go towards
6n-campus events that would encourage chem-free social life on
campus. He wants to steer away
from the Board getting sucked into
"a bad series of giving people
money to watch movies off campus." Last spring, several smaller
dorms used chem-free funds to reduce ticket prices on trips to local
movie theaters.
Also discussed at the meeting
was the possibility of Jorgensen being able to approve the requests of
head residents and hall presidents
for small amounts of money, less
than $200,to fund chem-freeevents.
It was agreed that he would consult with members of the Board of
Trustees in regard to these requests.
The trustees will be visiting Colby
during fall break for their annual
fall meeting.Q

Trust ee Commision explains repor t
BY MELISSA GERBI

are being more responsible for their alcohol report with Marquis and
Student Association (Stu-A) Social
peers.
Staff Writer .
Dean of Students Janice Kassman Chair Chris Sullivan '97. One sugThe Report of the Trustee Com- reported that the reason for devel- gestion that the Commission came
mission on Alcohol has caused quite oping a new policy was that Colby up with was to establish a 21-year"wanted to be proactive, and not be old pub on campus, which drew
an uproar on the Colby campus.
Students both agreeing and dis- forced to respond to tragedy." The enthusiastic responses from the stuagreeing with the new policy have only other Trustee Commissions dents in attendance. Another proquestions and concerns. In an at- which have been called in the last posal was to get Commons leaders,
tempt to answer and address the years were in 1984 to abolish frater- head residents and hall presidents
issues,groups of two or three people nities and in 1994 to review the idea to plan more chem-free events.
A new system for receiving
who helped draft the report,or have of multicultural housing.
The Trustee Commission on Al- funds for on-campus dorm activiworking knowledge of the
ties has been develcommission s goals and
oped by Sullivan
provisions, went from
the Social Life
through
dorm to dorm over the
Programming Board .
past three weeks, holdTwo hundred dollars
ing meetings with stuper dorm is now availdents in an attempt to
able for Friday and
create an open forum for
Saturday^
nights
dialogue.
Ben
throug h
According to Father
Jorgensen, and can be
John Marquis, Colby 's
accessed without the
Catholic Chaplain and a
rigorous paperwork
member of the commispreviously required.
sion, the goals of the reSullivan encouraged
port were to make dorms
the leaders to come up
more livable, to curb
with creative ideas to
abusive behavior and to
bring people out to the
improve the social life at
chem-free events.
Colby. Tlie Committee
The Trustee report
worked on the report
Echo photo by Michele Weber
will be reviewed in the
throughout the 1995- Students gathered in Woodman Lounge to
near future, although
1996 academic year. In discuss alcohol at Colhy.
no date has been set.
the process they interviewed other schools, including all cohol report made 36 recommenda- In the meantime, the Colby comof NESCAC and heard from experts tions, including-the addition ,of a v n^unity. will h flye to accept the
before drafting the policy. In addi- Coffeehouse Coordinator, a Spa changes, although the Committee
tion to educating and answering any Coordinator and placing $35,000 in is by no means closing the door on
questions, the Committee members the hands of the newly formed So- suggestions. In the spring of 1996,
when the Committee asked for sugare going to the dorms to get recom- cial Life Programming Board .
Marquis maintained that in dis- gestions, they received 47 remendations from students before
cussions
the idea "never came up to sponses, and made eight changes
fine tuning the policy.
Many students have questioned make the campus dry." Instead, the based on those responses.
These informational dorm meetthe need for a new alcohol policy. major point that the commission
Some feel that although there was wanted to get across was to make ings,attempting to address the conan increase in the number of stu- the community recognize the dan- cerns of students, ran from September 25 to October 9, meeting
dents sent to the Health Center and gerous effects of alcohol.
Last Wednesday, students from ever y Monday and Wednesday
Mid-Maine Medical Center's Emergency Room in the past few years, it Foss and Mary Low were invited to night.Q
simply means that other students gather in their lounge to discuss the
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'Team cleaning* hides problems in PPD
BY KOL HARVEY

want to raise our tuition ... what can you do to
help us out?'" At the direction of Physical
Managing Editor
Plant's Alan Lewis, ah outside consultant was
Even after a weekend of spotless buildings, hired to "perform an audit ... of the entire
soap and towels in the bathrooms and extra custodial operation — labor, materials, schedcleaning shifts on Saturday for Family Week- ules,everything,looking at it through the eyes
end, the custodial staff is still busy keeping all of a contractor," said Sawtelle. Before the conthe buildings in tip-top shape for the arrival of sultant came, Sawtelle surveyed students, facthe Trustees on Friday.Despite the perfect exte- ulty and staff regarding the needs and trouble
riors they are maintaining,many employees of spots of the buildingsin terms of cleaning.The
the Physical Plant Department (PPD) have seri- consultant also gathered this information independently, talked to the work force, reviewed
ous concerns about their status at Colby.
Starting in early November,a new program the budget, scheduling and the building laycalled team cleaning will be implemented for outs.
"One of the recommendations he came up
cleaning dormitories and academic buildings.
Under the new program, custodial staff will be with was 'team deaning.' That was nothing
broken up into four-person teams with special- new.-1had heard about it through trade associaized rolesfor each member,according to Arthur tions and by visiting other schools," said
Sawtelle, supervisor of custodial services for Sawtelle.
"There are special tools and equipment we
PPD.
use, so it is all an operating system. ... There is a
lot of accountability on the part of the staff for
A new system
Custodians are concerned that the new sys- the chemicals they use, care for the equipment
Echo file pho to
Brushing
your
teeth
before
class
is
just
one
of
the
many
and,
obviously,
for
getting
their
work
done,"
times
to
chat
with
tem will increase their workload, decrease inyour residence hall' s custodial staff.
teraction with students, force them to work said Sawtelle.
them in the process, since they are the ones " ^ airtmuseurn—openthis fall and the new dormiharder for the same amount of pay and make
Equal work...
working, and they know what the class sched- tory becomes active next fall.
them accountable for the mistakes of others in
Personal accountules and traffic patterns
Lewissaid that under the new plan hoursand
their department. The biggest concern, howability
is
not
what
the
are
like.
pay willremain the same. While he admitted that
ever, is the feeling of helplessness at the hands
"We meet quite of- severallocalelementary andsecondaryschoolsin
of their supervisors who are implementing the custodians fear about
the new program. Inten in the Robins room; the area pay their custodians more than Colby
new system.
stead,
they
are
consometimeswewillhave does, he said that "they do havea very competiUnder the team cleaning program custodismaller meetings as tive salary for the range in the area. ... The only
ans will be given specific jobs and manage cerned that under the
new
system
they
will
groups
of people... it turnover we get is retirement. We have a pretty
several buildings together, as opposed to the
givespeoplemore of an stableworkforce. Someyearswe get two to three
current system of being responsible for many lose their connection to
the
students
and
be
opportunity to talk. Of retirements, some none."
aspects of maintaining specificbuildings, said
forced
to
act
like
the
cleaning
machines
they
course
I
have
those
people
who like to speak in
While he would not discuss actual salaries,
Sawtelle. One of the four roles is a light duty
public no matter what."
Director of Personnel Services Doug Terp said
specialist who unlocks doors, empties trash, will be wearing.
Custodians,
Two
custodians,
who
spoke
on
the
condihowever,
contend
that
this
open
that
in pay scale "wearenot at thehighestend for
sweeps and mops. A vacuum specialist will
flow of dialogue does not exist.Several members fiie average rate, but we are well up there. For
of PPiysdeaningstaff complain thatthechanges what we consider the local market thatwe comare being forced down upon them without any pete in, we are at what we consider the upper
input and very little information as to what the end. ... I think when you take a look at our total
changes will actually be. One custodian, who compensation, pay plus the vacation and sick
asked that hisnamebe withheld,said that hewas leave benefits,health,life, disability insurance,
given the choice of changing to the new system the tuition benefit [an optional program for
or quitting.
employees and their dependents] and the reFear of being fired is a salient concern to tirement benefit, our total compensation packmany on the staff. "Most people barely live on age is very good."
their paycheck, they can't say 'no' to the new
SawtellementionedthatUMass-Amhersthas
system and feed their families," said one custo- tried to implement the team deaning program
dian. "The college knows that there are people but has had some difficulties. Sawtelle added
lined up to take the place of anyone who is fired . that they had not explained the program well
Thebosseshavesaid'you willmakethechanges, before implementing it to the workers. Lewis,
or you can leave. That is the way it is going to be, however, admitted that PPD supervisors had
you have no choice.' We have no say in this not informed the custodians of exactly what
decision."
changes were going to occur under the team
Other custodians tell of threats to those who cleaning program.
speakupagainstthechangesbeingmadebythe
Lewissaidthattherehasbeen "nodiscussion
supervisors. "They have threatened to have us or thought of unionizing in the last five years"
comeinat 11p.m. tqstartourday"if theydo not among the custodial staff. There wasan attempt
Echo file photo comply with the changes, said one custodian. by the custodial staff to form a union in 1987 or
The general consensus among the staff , she 1988butitdidnotsucceed,accordingtoSawtelle.
Collegues Donna , Roland , and Larry a.k.a. "The Three Musketeers" worked
said, was that they had no power to stop the This remainsa bitterpointamongmanycustodias a team long before the "team cleaming "program was mandaded
f
of
wear a 10-pound vacuum on his or her back, tion o anonymity f or f ear being fired,recog- program from starting. "You guys are paying ans, who feel that they were threatened out of
muchlikeaframepackfor hiking.This vacuum nize that a few of their colleagues do not work the big bucks to come h ere,and we like to help unionizing.
According to Sawtelle, the new progr am
is supposed to be more effective than conven- as hard as they should. However,they feel that youout.Itisnot the students we areupset with.
don't
realize
that
both
[stuThe
supervisors
canieastheresult
ofapushbymeadministration
tional vacuum cleaners a t r emoving dirt and the majority is being punished for the acts of a
dust from the air. Arestroom specialist will be few. "If we could get r id of the ba d app les,we dents and the custodians] can learn from eadi toreducecostsinallareasofmecollege.Sawtelle,
other" in the dormitory setting.
who has worked his way up through the ranks
in charge of cleaning and disinfecting thebath- would all work better," said one.
M ost of the complaintsare directed at Lewis. from a custodian himself in what was then the
In response to questions regardinginequalrooms. A utility specialist will be in charge of
cleaning up af ter the other special ists an d per- ity of work assignments, Sawtelle said "Now, Whenasked if communicationbetweenhimself inf amously filthy DeltaKappaEpsilonfraternity
forming any extra duties which have not been people are real concerned about having to work and thestaff wasoperiandhonest,Lewissaid "It houseandwliatisnowdiem-freeEHimmondto
real hard or extra hard [under the new system]. is.There wasa problem a few yearsago,but then become supervisor of custodial services, excovered.
"We havebeen working toward [chang ing Traditionally,over the years, I know that there weaddedmoresupervisors,Nowwebragabout pressed pride in his work.
"Colby has always had a good reputation as
the system] for thelastthreeyears. Lastyearwe are people out there who are working harder our ability to see everyone at least once a day,"
really started the plan by t eaming people up... than others. Some of it isbecause of where they Lewissaidthathemeetsthreetofourtimesayear far as the grounds and upkeepof the buildings.
but it was not this method of assigning people are assigned. Some have been assigned, more with the staff ,but concededthat neither he, nor The College has always invested a lot, from the
custodians
certain jobs.It has worked okay/' said Sawtelle. than they pro ba bly should be and some have any of his staff , has f ormally discussed the new Boar d of Trustees on down,and [the
of the
Colby
He added that the new plan is "something that been ass igned less because we re ally haven't system with the custodians. The evaluation pro- work] has been an important p^rt
I think willmake thejob easier,actually.We will had a good, efficient plan of ass igning tha t cess whidi resulted in team deaning started last community, and we certainly don't want to
makeit any worse. ... I have yet to go to a school
cross train people so that one person is not work."Hehopesthatthiswillchangeunder the February.
Most
of
the
45-member
custodial
staff
work
where I think they dean or maintain tliecampus
domgthe bathrooms aUthetime....Wehavenot new system.
f
really even started this program yet. In fact, we
"One of the things tha t I think is paramoun t eighthour shi ts,from5a.m, to 1:30p.m. or from as well as we do at Colby. That does not mean
are just ordering the [equipment], the training in setting up this program is to communicate 6 a.m, to 2:30p.m. Under thenew system,sched- tha t there are not p laces out there whidi do, or
materialsare coming.Whatwewould like todo with tlie people in tlie buildings that we are ules will change,said Lewis."Tlie idea is to dean tha t I do not have a slanted eye,but 1think Colby
is to do it gradually. It will probably be a year goingtosetthisprogramupin. ...Wearemeeting the academicbuildings from 4 a.m. to 8a.m. and has done real well."
Even so, Sawtelle expressed regre t tha t the
before we get everybody involved." The pro- with all Hie department chairs and as many the dormitories from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m."
gram will start with pilot programs in a few people as we can to try to learn what their
changes had to take place a t all an d unders tands
...For minimal pay
the frustration of the custodians. "Historically
select areas around campus which are yet to be priorities are... so we can key in on those areas/'
Tlie new program can also be seen as an [PPD] has always serviced tlie school. I have
determined.
said Sawtelle. "We have met with tlie crew on a
Sawtelleexplained that "theadministration regular basis to let them know what we are attempt to avoid hiring any more aistodians, been here twenty years and I feel that I know
came to us a couple of years ago... and said looking at doing and asking , for their input. even as three new building&~-theOlin Sdence whatneedstobedoneand howourpeopleneed
look,weneed you to help us but here,wedon't When we start this program we will include Center,the Pugh Centerand the newwing of the to do it,but that isn't good enough anymore."Q
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-r-OLIN, continued f r om page 1
originalreports in journals of biochemistry and neurbchemistry.
Speaking about his undergraduate liberal arts experience at Colby
he said, "One has to write all the
time... to express complicated
thoughts to colleagues. If you
can't do that,you're at a tremendous disadvantage." He later
added, "I think the most important thing a liberal arts college
can contribute to the future of
science is a liberal arts education."
Also occurring on Friday in
celebration of the Olin Science
Center dedication was a dedicatory lecture at the Dana-Bixler
Scholars Convocation in Roberts
Union at 8 p.m. After the Julius
SeelyeBixler and Charles A. Dana
Scholars were honored, coriservationbiologistand humanist Dr.
Thomas Eisner delivered "The
Hidden Value of Nature." In his
address,Eisner,professor of biology at Cornell University and directqr.of the: Cprnell Institute for
-Research in Chemical Ecology,
spoke of both his own interests
and experiments and undergraduate education.
Eisner explained his curiosity
in insects and his explorations in
andfounclingofthechemicalecology. He told the crowd of his
experiments with fireflies in particular and his discoveries of
which chemicals these insects
hold.
"How thoroughly has nature
been explored forit' s chemicals?"
he questioned. "Most species are
unknown,let alone the chemicals
they obtain."
According to Eisner, many
chemicals are yet to be discovered, and "perhaps some of [the
discoveries] will be in Olin Hall."
He praised Colby for its construction of the new science building.
"Countless good things will
be accomplished. Science is going to make strides forward at
Colby thanks to that building."
Concluding the F.W. Olin Science Center celebration activities
was the dedication and cornerstone box ceremony that took
place on Saturday at 11:30 a.m.
under the bright sunlight at the
main entrance of the Center.
President William Cotter began the dedication by explaining
the history of the new building.
According 'to Cotter, Colby first
enactedthe F.W. Olin Foundation
in 1946, asking for financial help
in building the present-day struct ure of the Lovej oy building. He
went on to explain that after five
years of seeking help from the

Echo file photo
The F.W. Olin Science Center was dedicated this weekend.
foundation and being unsuccess- T-shirt which reads "We did it!
ful, the foundation did eventually June 13,1994/' signifying the day
award Colby the grant for the Sci- thatMilascalled to give Colby the
ence Center in 1994.
grant for the center. *
DeanofFacultyBob McArthur
Speaking of the new building
contributed
the final report of the
"It
he was dedicating, Cotter said,
really is a key building for Colby". f^^ sQehce^anniff *6nu*itd
President of the F.Wi Olin Foun- tee from 1.991, while Milas himdation Lawrence Milas spoke to self donated the building blue
the crowd on the foundation's be- prints on GD ROM to the caplief in the importance of support- sule..
Bill Nbrdon, a director of the
ing higher education and science.
Olin
foundation, added a press
Maine Senator Olympia Snowe
surprised the crowd with her un- release regardingthe opening ceranticipated appearance. Snowe, a emoniesand telling the history of
Colby honorary alumnae,spoke of the Olin Foundation.
Albany contributed a brochure
the building as a very exciting
proposition for Colby and the fu- of thePartnershipfor ScienceEducation, while Snowe gave a copy
ture.
"When I think about Olin, it is of the current week's Colby Echo,
going to enhance and increase the a course catalog, viewbook and
educational opportunities of all parent's book.
those students who walk through
Cole donated samples of soil,
its cloors,"said Snowe. "It is recog- air and lake water from the site,
nizing that Colby College is going while students Leah Tortola '97
to ensure that science becomes an and Emily Hinckley '99 presented,
important pait of an 'education."
letters from current Colby s|uThe Maine Commissioner- of dehts to future Colby students. ~
Education Duke Albany and Chair
"On behalf of the student body
of Colby's Board of Trustees here at Colby, we love this buildLawrence Pugh '56 also spoke to ing," said Hinckley.
Other donators of significant
the : crowd, praising the achievements of Colby and the generosity items to the cornerstone box were
of the Olin Foundation.
Director of Information TechnolProfessor of Biology Russ Cole, ogy Systems Ray Phillips, Direcwho, according to Cotter, is "a fac- tor of the Physical Plant Alan
ulty member who was key to this Lewis and several other instruentire process," stressed the im- mental faculty members involved
portance of the building in respect in the new center at Colby.
Following the outside cer-r
to the ever-increasing student interest in the sciences.
emony, the unveiling of the
"Tlie construction of this build- pl aque commemora ti ng t h e
ing couldn't have come at a better dedication occurred inside the
time,"he said, as over 40 percent of Center.
the Colby class of 2000 cited the
Colby faculty-student research teams also presented scisciences as an anticipated major .
ence,
o. Itenia bf significancefortheOlin
demonstrations of their
Center to be preserved were then work covering- a ' wide* rknge of
placed in a time capsule for the scientific fields throughout the
cornerstone box , which is to be lo- day and guided tours of the hew
cated in the archway between Arey bu ildi ng were given throughou t
the weekend.Q
and Olin .
President Cotter contributed a
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Doctors Remove Pope's
' ;; ^™*» ;y -^r
Appendix

Pope John Paul II underwent a successful operation on Tuesday to
remove his inflamed appendix, a condition the Vatican has blamed
for his recent health problems.According to Italian press, the operation went welland without complications.

Iceland Prepares For
Glacial Flooding

Iceland made preparations on Tuesday for massive flooding.
Scientists forecasted that a lake of glacial water would be melted by
a volcano and cause serious damage in the following 48 hours.
Engineers had been working overtime in an attempt to reinforce
protective barriers and build diversionary channels to steer the
expected huge torrents of flood water away from the one ring road
; ; ,.
that encompasses the island.

UnderiT^ater Search
Endfor
l^eclsagp^N ej ays
t?.':^ - . 1-.Z
The US Navy is nearly ready to/pack up its gear and leave the

mystery of TWA Flight 800 to an investigative team. Already, 90
percent of the Boeing 747 has been recovered. Authorities still say that
a bomb, missile or mechanical malfunction could have caused the
explosion that killed all 230 people aboard and spread wreckage
across 5 square miles of the Atlantic Ocean floor. The two Navy boats
still involved in the search are expected to leave withintwo weeks and
the thousands of pieces of the plane will continue to undergo close
inspection.

Oil-spill officials drop plan
to clean Portland marsh

The Stroudwater Marsh in Portland, Maine resisted cleanup efforts on October 6 which were proposed by federal scientists, forcing
the U.S. Coast Guard to now look for new ways to remove the oil from
the September 27 spill of tanker J ulie N. Those involved in the cleanup,
including the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
had planned to flush oil from the marsh grass with a solvent called
Corexit. The solvent, however, thinned the oil too much for workers
$&recover it and officials-were forced to abandon the plan. Scientists
were planning to meet on the night of October 7 to discuss alternative'
approaches to the problem.
Compiled by J ennifer-Jo Multarif rom the October 8 New York Times
and the Portlan d Press Herald.
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Yet another seasonal storm made its way across Florida early
Mondaynight.TropicalStormJosephine,with65mph winds,dumped
heavy rains into low-lying coastal and inland areas throughout the
night. The storm also created many tornadoes which left hundreds of
residents vulnerable and homeless.
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A pilot and crew member werekilled on October 8when a Russian
cargo plane crashed into at least one house in the suburbs of Turin in
northwest Italy. The plane,on flight from Moscow,was attempting to
land at Turin's Caselle airport. The first landing effort was aborted
and the plane stalled as it prepared to make another approach to the
runway.
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Plane Crash in Italy Kills 2
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American Dreams course being
revamped and revised for 1997
BY KATE E. DUNLOP
Staff Writer
University of Idaho
Moscow, Idaho
While administrators at many colleges are worrying about the
increasing trend towards binge drinking and alcohol consumption at
sports events, officials at the University of Idaho are encouraging
tailgate parties. According to the Chronicle of Higher Education, the
university would like to upgrade its football team from Division I-AA
to I-A, but average attendance at the games is currently 2,000 fans
short of meeting NCAA Division I-A requirements. In an effort to
increase that figure, the university wants to "provide a social and
festive environment like the rest of the football-playing nation does,"
according to the Chronicle .
Bates College
Lewiston,Maine
Bates students returned to campus this year ,;to find one more ,
obstacle to the traditional readjustment—BatesCard.Tlie impiementation of the new ID card system merited a three-page-long article in
the Sept. 18 issue of the Bates Student. According to the Student, the
card is a meal,bank and library card in one— and future plans for the
card include its use in making purchases from vending machines and
securing dorm access. The card was created in order to heighten
security as well as make the students' daily routines more convenient,
said the Student.
University of Alabama
Tuscaloosa , Alabama
A student government political group called "The Machine" is
threatening once again to dominate student elections at the University of Alabama. The group is said to be composed primarily of
members of the university's predominantly white fraternities and
sororities, according to the Chronicle of Higher Education. University
officials abolished the Student Government Association in 1993 after
violence entered the election process. One of the candidates for
president that year was beaten at her home and had a burning cross
placed in her yard, according to the Chronicle. The student government was reinstated this year with the hope that elections could be
conducted without violence.
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After a tumultuousyear of overcoming lack of funding and sudden restrictions on final research
projects by the Institutional Review
Board (IRB), the future of the
American Dreams course seemed
uncertain last spring. According to
Associate Professor of English
Phyllis Mannocchi, the course will
be offered again this spring.
"The class will be more devoted
to film than ever before," said
Mannocchi, who has taught the
course for two years. "The course is
being formalized according to IRB
guidelines — we're looking into
consent forms, copyright laws and
interviewing techniques." In addition, Mannocchi said the class will
use more film as text and will see
and discuss a wider range of documentaries before students make
their own.
The course, originally "The Female Experience," began 18 years
ago and has evolved into what
Mannocchi hopes has been a powerful vehicle for social justice and
change.
"I hope we can change people's
lives," said Mannocchi. "There are
two goals of the course — the first
is to have people think about the
issue. The other is to consider the
impact of film itself."
Changes have already occurred
within the students who have been
a part of the course. Dave Bruinooge
'97 worked last spring to produce a

documentary on adolescent drug
use in Waterville.
"It made my college career, academically," Bruinooge said. "You
can only learn so much in a classroom. The course was fun and it
inspired me to get back into school.
It really woke me up."
According to Mannocchi, students enrolled in the class are increasingly sophisticated in their
knowledge of editing and film technology. She was quick to add, however, that this should not discourage anyone f rom taking the course.
Students learn collectively and take
on the varied roles of script writers, interviewers, editors and camera operators.
"This was my first film work. I
was interested but had no experience," said, Bruinooge. "I went to
the-New Yof-C Film Academy;,this
summer after taking the course,but
American Dreams was my first film
and it was for most people (in the
class)."
Over the years, documentaries
produced in the American Dreams
course have been used as training
videos for administrators at Columbia University, shown in school
districts and reviewed by independent producers interested in using
student footage. Students have
gone on to television production,
film school and have started their
own agencies.
"This course is very unusual for
a liberal arts college," said
Mannocchi. "We don't have a film
department but this course empha-

sizes social change through film. It
gets people to think differen tly and
deeply affects everybody."
Last spring's group that produced a documentary on
homelessness was so struck by the
impact of their work that they
passed the hat at showings and
raised $675 to donate to the Salvation Army.
"I'm very proud of that class,"
said Mannocchi. "They were so
committed."
Dean of Faculty Bob McArthur,
who was unable to view the documentaries last spring, noted that
"students seemed very enthusiastic" about the productions.
"It's a very expensive course,
and for several years the salary of
the assistant has been paid out of
discretionary funds ," said
McArthur. "I. haven't heard anything about the class ' yet for this i
year, but it's fine with me if the
course continues to be offered. It
certainly has an enthusiastic student audience."
"The course should be a whole
yearlong," said Bruinooge. "It was
an incredible accomplishment,very
emotional. We worked day and
night, long and hard hours but they
were worth every second. I don't
have one complaint about it."
"I think people ought to recognize what this course does for
people ... there's an incredible degree of value," said Mannocchi. "It
will go on, no matter what. I won't
let it go."Q

The story behind 'Abortion Man'

Waterville 's most visible anti-ab ortion activist
BY ERIN M. DUGGAN
Editor-in-Chief

options. Stauble maintained that
women who watch the videos he
provides gain a better understanding of the procedure and often come
back to him with pictures of their
children after they have taken their
pregnancies to term. Despite the
large picture of Our Lad y
Guadeloupe which rests against his
car, Stauble said his opposition to
abortion has more to do with concern for women and children than
religious beliefs.
"I trust that if people really know
the story they won't go through with
it," Stauble said. "You don't have to
be a Christian."
The 63-year-old retired salesman
became active in the pro-life cause
when he was living in New York in
the earl y 1970s, after someone
showed him a picture of an aborted
fetus. It distressed Stauble to the
point of activism, and what began
with letter-writing is now the
retiree's kill time f ocus. Mondays
and Fridays are spent in Waterville,
Tuesdays in Pittsfield ,Wednesdays

in Bangor and a good deal of
Stauble's free time is spent keeping
himself abreast of developments in
the abortion debate. While he occasionally works with other pro-lifers,
Stauble said he is usually on his
own in Waterville, which suits him
just fine.
"The pictures tell the whole
story," explained Stauble. "I don't
believe in having a whole crowd of
people."
Tomorrow, however, the posterladen Plymouth will not be across
from the hospital — it will be in
Bangor, where Stauble and other
pro-life activists will be fighting an
ordinance that was recently passed
which limits them in demonstrating in front of U.S. Representative
John Baldacci's house. After that,
Stauble said he intends to continue
being a "witness to the truth."
As long as I can physically do it,
I will," Stauble said. "I've never felt
better about doing something. I
think it' s the most important
cause."?

Ron Stauble could be one of the
most infamous men in Waterville.
Almost every Monday and Friday, people drivingpast the Thayer
Unit of the Mid-Maine Medical Center crane their necks to get another
look at Stauble's '87 Plymouth Dynasty, parked across the street from
the hospital. It is not the make or
model of the car which draws curious glances, it is the multitude of
signs with slogans like "Death Sold
Here"and photographs of mutilated
Established Allen St., Waterville
Behind Eim city ___M fetuses which make us wonder time
Beverage HH and again, "Who is this man?"
Discount
1928
872-5518
Known to many students simI
Why pay more and hassle with downtown traffic? ply as "Abortion Man," Stauble said
his purpose is getting the truth about
abortion out to the public.
"The media doesn't show this,"
said Stauble about the graphic pictures displayed on his signs. He
questioned why in this age of infor215A College Ave. Waterville, ME 04901
mation, where new and complex
*We deliver kegs and cases* I TVfTfc 1 ( \/ 0 ( \ <fc -d QO
surgeries are often broadcast on
*
u
^Wpublic
television, abortion proce*PIease have IDs ready* mJ A y
^J.
++
dures are not.
:,:We welcome returna bles* j r y•
*•
<ts %QQ
"No one ever sees it on televi*We're closer than you think* filSCC gllfll
^ 1 ,, sion," Stauble said. "That' s what
free press is supposed to be abou t
When [the government! wants to
end war, they show little kids with
We have the l b l
napalm on them — it's censorship
the other way around."
Inside Stauble's car are informain the area I hair barrels
tion packets and various videos on
abortion and birth control. He brings
his portable information booth to
Waterville twice a week,on the days
the hospital operates its prenatal
clink (where abortions are performed), in an effort to encourage
Echo p hoto by Kn'sliua Smith
pregnant women to explore their Pro-lifer Ron Stauble with his eye-catching display.
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Colby in Washington gives real-world experience
BY ALYSSA GIACOBBE
Features Editor

The traditional junior year
abroad has, over the years, presented itself in various forms.While
many students do spend a semester
or two in a foreign country, others
opt for a more local change of scenery, either through exchanges with
domestic colleges and universities
or, with increasing popularity,
through a semester spent living and
working in Washington, D.C.
The Colby in Washington program is designed to provide students with not only a break from
their Waterville routine, but also a

look into real-world experience
gained through independent living
and working. Students spend a semester interning in full-timepositions obtained through the Washington Center,an independent educational organization that provides
and supervises internships for
nearly 500 college students a year,
according to Professor of Government L. Sandy Maisel.
Maisel said that the Colby in
Washington Program appeals to
some students who may want to
spend a semester away from Mayflower Hill but do not want to study
overseas. However,many students,
added Maisel, combine the Wash-

ington program with a semester
abroad.
' Internships are available in a
wide range of fields and in past
years,according to Maisel,students
in many majors — including government, sociology, art and biology
— have taken part in the program.
"Students in all majors can find
it valuable," said Maisel. "Often in
the end, students have glowing letters of recommendation ... and not
infrequently an offer to come back
when they have their degree."
Students receive 15 credits for
their semester in Washington—11
of which are field experience credits. The remaining four are re-

warded upon completion of a research paper written for a faculty
member back on campus. In this
way, said Maisel, the internship is
integrated into the student^ academic program and often times
leads to further study during senior year.
"I thought [the program] was
very valuable because it allowed
me to be in the working world on a
full-time basis," said Josh Stevens
'97,who spent last spring in D.C. "I
also got to meet a large group of
college students, explore my career options and gain practical
hands-on experience."
There will be an informational

meeting next Wednesday, October
16 at noon in the Whitney Room on
the second floor of Roberts Union
for any interested students. Additional questions may be directed to
Professor Maiselin the government
department on the second floor of
Miller.
Maisel added that Colb y in
Washington is not only an alternative to the traditional study abroad ,
but is in many cases the best option
as liberal arts students look ahead
to future employment opportunities.The Washington program provides valuable real world experience that may be useful after
graduation.U

Did you ever wonder ?
Is there a term limit to the Colby College
presidency?
, According to President Cotter, Colby's president serves at the "pleasure of the Board of Trustees." There
is no limittothe president'sterm and the president may leave Colby upon joint agreement between the Board
and tliepresident. AccordingtoCotter,the Board conducts an annualreview during which salary changes and
other matters are discussed,but the Board does not voteyearlyon whether ornot to "re-appoint" the president
unless there is a specific problem.The termsenjoyed by Colby presidents have,in recent history,been lengthy
ones.
. "We Colby presidents tend to stick around " said Cotter. (AG)
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Coming to Colby - Transfers adj ust to the Hill
BY MOLLY FRAZIEK
Staff Writer

Making the adjustment into college life
can be difficult at times* Much of the comfort felt by freshmen comes from knowing
that there are 450 or so other students in the
same boat, with similar apprehensions
about embarking on the trip through higher
education. Some students who enter Colby
following a semester, a year, or even two
years at different colleges said they found
the transition to college life to be more
challenging the second time around.
Although Student Activities strongly
recommends that transfer students participate in the COOT program designed for
incoming freshmen, Colby does not offer
an orientation program geared specifically
towards transfer students, according to Assistant Director of Student Activities Susan
Moore.
Spencer Velott '99, a transfer student
from Villanova University in Villanova Pa.,
said that while he enjoyed COOT and made
many freshman friends, he was "surprised
that there was no orientation for transfer
students ... not even a chance to meet the
Sunday Telegram that rated Maine as
49th in the percentages of students
who continue on to college. He contended that a new agenda was vital
for the future.
Following the introductions, and
having been presentedwith Portland
Sea Dogs paraphernalia, Clinton introduced whatwould proveto be his
recurring motto of "Building a bridge
to the twenty-first century." He
pointed out a consistent drop in the
crime rate for the past four years, due
to the deployment of 100,000 new
police officers. He stated that 1995
observed the most significant drop in
poverty in twenty-seven years, that
out-of-wedlockbirths havedecreased
substantially and that the average incomeafterinflation hasrisenby$1600

other transfers."
Amy Rowe '99,who entered Colby from
McGill University in Montreal, Quebec at
the start of the second semester of her freshman year, added that she often felt that
Colby should have done more to provide
help with adjustment beyond COOT,
"[Students] treated me like a Feb. Fresh,"
said Rowe, "and that was difficult because
even the Feb. Fresh had groups of friends
formed. I went on [winter] COOT but everything was geared to the Feb. Fresh."
According to Scott Bonnell '98, who
transfered this fall from Hobart College in
Geneva,N.Y., what some would call Colby 's
lack of attention towards transfers' needs
actually helps new students get settled.
"Additional programs cradle you,"said
Bonnell. "You just have to be thrown into it
and adjust."
However, most transfer students interviewed agreed that, in general, adjustment
to Colby life was not difficult — quite the
opposite, in fact.
"It was not hard to adjus t," said Mika
Yamauchi '98, a transfer student from
Doshisha University in Japan. "I think it
was easy to make friends. I make friends in

in four years.
"Four years ago you took me on
faith — but now there's a record,"
said Clinton.
In addition, he stressed the need
for a balanced budget without ignoring welfare reform or education.
Clinton insisted that every classroom
in the country have access to the
Internet and announced his goal that
all students be able to read by the
third grade.
Perhaps most appealing to Colby
studentswastheproposal that would
allow college tuition, up to ten thousand dollars,to be written off as a tax
deduction. He also suggested it was
notonlynecessary,butplausible,that:
every American could attend at least
two years of college, making it "as

my classes, sometimes international students get together...it's not hard."
Approximately 20 students transfer to
Colby each fall, according to Director of
Admissions Tom Kopp. An additional 15
transfer mid-year.
"The numbers depend largely on the
available spaces," said Kopp. "We look to
fill any openings." The number of students
who transfer out of Colby is roughly the
same as that of those who transfer in, said
Kopp.
Kopp added that while there is no specific semester during which students normally transfer,most do not leave their former
institution after more than three semesters.
Despite the fact that Colby does not offer
any special programs for transfer students,
transfers in general found that after the first
couple of weeks, they got to know people in
their halls, in extra-curricular activities and
in classes. "I think if s easier to make friends
because of [Colby's] size since I'm always
running into familiar people," said
Yamauchi.
Bonnell added, "...it was a smooth transition. There-are similar types of people here,
similar setting [to Hobart]. It is the little

CLINTON, continued f r om page 1

common as a high school education." from all and an economiccommunity
"Help me build that bridge to the where everyone has a roleto play."
future," he said.
The message from Clinton and
Inacontinued themeof education the Democratic representatives from
and technology, Clinton referred to Mainewasoverwhelmingly directed
the Human Genome Project as an -toward young people and families,
ongoing example of genetic research somethingColby Democrat Vogtwas
supported by hisadministration. The hoping to hear.
v Colby Democrat Carrie Peterson
controversial subject of the Colby
Classof 2000'ssummerreadingbook; '99, who aspires to work for a major
Biologyas Ideology,was heralded by campaign, also expressed the benClinton as a project that could give us efits of the night.
"This type of experience ih1cama "genetic map," into children's nutritional,exercise and medicalneeds, paign work helps usto achievewhat
as well as new, increased medical we want to do," said Peterson. She
research that could extend the length also praised the worthiness of the
of one's life.
eventfor those withoutpoliticalaspiI^j ^efforttolinktogemerthevari- rations -just average Americans.
Events such as Clinton's appearouspoints of hisspeech,Clinton called
for "opportunity for all, responsibility ance Monday "allow us to feel we
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things that are different. "
What seemed to have been the quality
most responsible for an easy adjustment to
Colby life is its small size. Nahum Meisner
'99, who transferred from the University of
Maine at Orono,was especially pleased with
the College's small class size.
"The classes are better — you can talk to
the teachers or stop a lecture," said Meisner.
"At Orono the classes were way too big."
"I like the classes, the personal attention," added Rowe. "I found the professors
and hall staff helpful... everyone was attentive to my concerns."
Transfer students may appreciate aspects
of Colby that other students have already
taken for granted. "Being a transfer, I appreciate the little things about Colby,"said Rowe.
"The food is so much better here than at my
previous school."
Yamauchi added that living on an American college campus is not very different from
her former university in Japan and that she is
glad she came.
One transfer, however, did experience a
bit of culture shock when walking onto campus — when asked of his biggest complaint,
Bonnell replied, "I wish Colby had cable."Q

Wo rd Perfect Secretarial Service , 3 China
Road, Winslow, ME offers typing/word processing on laser quality printing at reasonable rates. Will do term papers, theses, etc.
Call Gloria Veilleux at 872-5031 any time.

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS! Over $6 Billion in public and private sector grants &
schorarships is now available. All students
are eligible. Let us help. For more info,call:
1-800-263-6495 ext. F50693

SPRING BREAK '97
FROM A LEADER TO A LEADER!
WORK WITH SST AND TRAVEL FREE!!
THE OPPORTUNITIES ARE ENDLESS!
CASH! TRAVEL! PRIZES!
JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS, FLORIDA,
PADRE
FREEE INFO: SUNSPLASH 1-800-426-7710
OR VISIT WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Travel the world
while earning an excellent income in the Cruise
Ship & Land-Tour Industry. Seasonal & fulltime employment available. No exp necessary. For info call 1-206-971-3550 ext. C50694

Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS!!
INDIVIDUALS and GROUPS wanted to
pro mote SPRING BREAK!!
Call INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS at
1-800-327-6013 or http://www.lcpt.com

haveaccesstoourpoliticians,"shesaid.
As the November 5 election date
rapidly approaches,the Colby Democrats and thousands of Maine residents now have new insight into the
Democratic candidate for the Oval
Office. Whether or not the audience
supports theDemocraticParty'sgoal
of "building the bridge to the 21st
century," or agrees with the relatively small, but faithful contingent
of Dole/Kemp supporters who
showed up at Hadlock Field to chant
"We want Bob!" come election day,
it is clear that Pordand, Maine was
the political hot spot Monday night.
And Colby College students were
there to experience it. They left with
an. enhanced sense of political
involvement.Q
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Arts & Entertainment

'Much Ado About Murder ' How we got George Clinton and
energetic, entertaining
Dave Matthews to play Colby
ment.
The play begins in a charmingly
Staff Writer
informal manor, where Benjamin
Schlitt '00 (seen in last weekend's
In the wake of the successful "Columbus") plays tlie role of the
production "Columbus," comes a sinister Master of Ceremonies, Mr.
relatively new and exciting genre of Hawker,walking the crowd through
theatrical production to Runnals the complicated plot. Quick flashes
Union. "Much Ado About Murder/' from dramatic confrontations bein the Cellar theater at 8 p.m. on tween characters and dark confesHomecoming Weekend (October 17, sional speeches by individual char18and 19), is an energetic and enter- acters are common throughout the
taining murder mystery that skill- first act. This interesting element of
fully uses audience participation in time travel, adds a creative twist to
solving the
the already
crime.
entertain"Most
ing mysplays at
tery.
Colby are
"Thisisa
these exkind of play
tremel y
thatPowder
deep and
and Wig has
meaningnever done
ful social
b e f o r e ,"
criticisms,"
said April
said direcArmstrong
tor Dan
'97(lastseen
Maccarone
in January's
'98, who
"Moment of
wrote and
Clarity "),
directed
who plays
last year's
the part of a
"God, Sawashed up
tan and
a c t r e s s/
D ay t i m e
batty old
Television
aunt Lillian
Photo by J ennifer Atwood DeMonde
(GSDT V).
"As a stuin the prodent direc- Lillian De Monde, played by April
duction.
tor ,
I Armstrong '97 , is poised to strike in a
"As presiwanted to scene from "Much Ado About Murder " dent, I am
do someexcited to
thing fun . 'Much Ado About Mur- be participating in a new theatrical
der'is a fun play that not only enter- area that has yet to be thoroughly
tains the audience,but also involves explored at Colby. In addition, a
the audience in solving the mys- large majority of our cast have never
tery."
participated in a theatrical producAlong with Maccarone, this tion,"
Powder and Wig produced drama
The cast's relative inexperience,
includes the talents of various di- however,does not translate into lack
recting staff
of talent. Nicole
members.
Bedell '99 (last
Among them are
seen
in
Quick flashes from
Assistant DirecGSDTV), Brad
tor
Dennis
Hoar '99 (last
dramatic
D'Angelo '99,
seen
in
confront ations
Stage : Manager
F e b r u a r y 's
between characters
Beth Johnson '99
"Into
the
and Asst. Stage
Woods"), Jeff
and dark
Manager/CosLibby '00 (seen
confessiona l
tume Designer
in
last
speeches by
M i c h e l l e
weekend's "CoMachalani '99.
lumbus"), Erin
ind ividual
D'Angelo and
McConaughey
characters are
Machalani both
'99 (last seen in
common
worked with
April's "Faking
Maccarone last
Zach
It"),
throughout the first
year on GSDTV
Hurw it z '00,
act. This interesting Dan
and "Six Cubed
Rogers '99
element of time
Players. "
and
Nikki
worked
Johnson
Grasso '00 fill
travel, adds a
with him last
out the rest of
creative
twist
to
the
year as an actress
the cast, which
already
in "Spared," dibreathes life
rected by James
into this fascientertaining
"Bo" Justus '96.
mystery.
mystery.
gn nating
"I couldn 't
Unexpected
ask for a better
changes in plot,
team, said Maccarone. "Hove work- facilitated by audience participation,
ing with them again . It makes little dominate this theatrical experience.
things,like organiza tion,a lot easier." Expect to be wonderfully enterTh e play depicts a dysfunctional tained by what Maccarone defamily in which richest relative, scribes as "a unique trip to the
Carlton Larraby, is murdered by one world .vof homicide, comed y, and
of the family members. Each of the mystery." Tickets are available this
eight family members has a motive week and next week in the Student
for killing Carlton, however every- Union or by calling the box office a t
one adamantly denies any involve- 872-3358.Q

BY DAVID FENTON

BY DEAN HENRY

a

Contributing Writer

One of the highlights of every
semester is when a big name performer like George Clinton or Dave
Matthews comes to Colby. How,
though, does the Student Association (Stu-A) get such bands to come
to Mayflower Hill?
The mam orchestrators behind
getting shows to Colby are Stu-A
Social Chair Chris Sullivan '97 and
Director of Student Activities and
Assistant Dean of Students Ben
Jorgensen.
They start the process by examining just how much money they
have to work with. The Stu-A programming budget is divided into
two parts consisting of the chemfree programming budget and the
general social programming budget, said Sullivan. Each one is allotted $35,000 a year.
The next step in the process is to
check out the lists of bands that they
have from different promotional
companies. These lists are divided
by the price range required to bring
bands to Colby. At the high end of
the price range are bands like the
Dave Matthews Band and Hootie
and the Blowfish who go for anywhere from $100,000 to $150,000.
George Clinton's concert in 1995 cost
approximately $30,000, whileToad
the Wet Sprocket's performance in
1994 was between $15,000 and
$20,000. On top of these prices, StuA must also pay for promotion and
equipment which usually run s
about $5,000.
To contrast these numbers, a
party in the student center with a
D.J. and kegs runs anywhere from
$200 to $1,000. This sum is usually
made back through ticket sales.

E cho file p hoto

Dave Matthews, accompan ied by Tim Reynolds , highlighted
the Stu-A concert series last spring.
Bands are selected to sell primarily to the Colby audience and secondarily to Waterville residents, according to Sullivan. When a couple
of options have been decided upon,
the appropriate promoters are contacted to determine the availability
of the bands. Waterville isn't exactly on the way to anywhere,nor is
it much of a musical Mecca, so getting the desired band to come often
difficult. To complicate matters further, there are only a few weekends
per semester that are open for a big
production. Precautions must be
taken not to upstage other Colby
events that have been pre-scheduled, said Sullivan.
Once all of these factors have
been weighed,a band is chosen and
a date is scheduled. Based on the
band's cost, Stu-A prices the tickets
allowing for a loss of $6,000 to $8,000.
At a loss of this size, ticket prices are
low enough to sell out the show. A

sold out show is beneficial for a
number of reasons. Forone,it makes
Colby look good. Secondly, the
bands are appreciative of a full
house. Finally, individual bands, as
well as agents, are more likely to
bring their business back to a venue
that sold out.
Colby's reputation as a solid
venue helped it land the Dave
Matthews and Tim Reynolds show
at no cost, said Sullivan. The promoter funded the event and worried about the prices of tickets and
promotion. In other words,the promoter took on the financial risk of
the show due in part to Colby's
competent handling of past events.
In the end, Stu-A aims to get at
least one popular big name band
per semester. The next concert is
currently in the works and an update as to who will be performing
should be found in upcoming issues of the Echo.Q
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Leraonheads turn out more filth
.

<
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sionally seem to blister tight out of Evan Dando's
BY DENNIS D'ANGELO
mouth. This is Dando sti his selMbusive/fcorfcured
, .
Staff Writer * ,
artist best,matclunga differentmusxcal score with the
appropriate setoflyrks,This song may also end up as
After hearing their last album, "Come on Feel the ' d released sitigle,but it deserves whatever pitoit gets*
Lemonheads/' the a venues where Evan Dando could in Ben Suiter's new movie^Hospitaf^loUows and*
have taken his aj iterha-rocktrio were numerous;Un- 1 {¦sounds suspiciously Up most anything playingvatburdened by the typicalrestraintsplaced upon a lot of - garagebattdclubs all overthecountry.
Unfortunately,,|
at
w
the
song
disk,Attev it;/
indepahdent-fuined^uecessfalmusical groups, the > "#reakM« is^aEythejfcsf
:
:
1
Lemonheads always 's'ee&ed to straddle the pop/off- • ' mere are some good points and bad'poinjts,,the rest;
the-mainstream classification, with none of the pop-* < never-cdrnes back on level., 'V; / '• ' "' * J£ ' ,
fluffiness of "It'saShameaboutRay ''infiltratingoven ^'The^Otftdoo? Tjrpe 'J/M ''Losing >Your Mind"
the most pop-orfented tunes on "Come on FflfcTtate '' both !tack anything significantly new fn^heme and
Lemoiiheads/r<Intilieir latest effort, "CarButton CM/'' neither tholyncsnorthemusic&oWdsas crisp'or fresK '
the Lomonheadshayeproducedanalbum with mixed as did the alt>um opener^ 'The Outdoor Type" has
musical and lyrical success,at times coming ttik>ugh - almost' a strange country feel to it at moments,, and
,there still lingers this
with some excellent innovation combined with far- while thelyricsare anything but
1
reaching lyrics. The album , however,tendsto runout fear that the album has begun tb slip. As we gafcrther
of speed after tho mid-point and the second ; hall into the album, some of ftose fears are 'realised. "Ten*
derfoot" and ^Secular Rockulidge" both play as near
sounds a little like a rehash of earlier material.
Tho first song, "It's All True,"' plays like a tradi- parodies of other rock styles, but also seem to parody
tional altoma-rock song, if such a label isn't a com- * the Lemonheads, Perhaps' this was Dando's intent, it
plcle contradiction in terms. The rhythm and feel of Js hard lo tell what themotivewas behind these tracks.
the song lends itself to some comparison to similar
.Despite the roatation of these fears , .there are
tunes on "Como an...," but the difference is a subtly many good points about the second half of the album,
harder tone and guitar influence, This influence is mainly that at times the' lyrics do come across clearly.
missing in "If 1 Could Talk I'd Tell You/' which and put.#ently, anct'the instrumental work is good.>
operates off of <\ very traditional Lemonheads pop There's iio real catch song ' on this album, ik> "It's a
tradition. It wouldn't be surprising if this song makes Shame a£out My ": oV "Into Your Arms/' Not ijnat this
its way to being released as one of the first singles and is abaci thing, butbe prepared to'accept an album that
touted as the theme of some new Gen tf diatribe film, doesn't satisfy so much as suffice , This may'be a
' Ono of the album's best tracks, "Break Me," is decent effort from the Lemonheadfj, but if a' aot their
vintage Lemonheads, With a balanced-rotik beat set ' crowning achievement,aud it s'hodld he infanrefttihg to against more common Indie riffs and fyricfei that^eca- , see where Evati D^ndo
lake's the band toexbGi ' ' ¦ :, ' ,'< *'
' ¦
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The Lobst er Trap

Sea-dy food in Winslow
BY DAN MACCARONE
A&E Editor

If you're headed down to Winslow anytime soon, remember that
Big G's is not the only restaurant in town. Instead of taking that
popular left turn onto Benton Avenue, take a right onto Bay Street and
head down to number 25, otherwise known as The Lobster Trap.
Many people may think to themselves, "Hey, it's almost winter,
how great can the seafood be?" Good question. The answer is, pretty
darn good.
The restaurant, certainly not the most unique in the area, offers a
delicious selection of everything from lobster rolls to baked stuffed haddocktoshrimpscampi.Thelobsterrol_sareexceUent,but,strangeIy,arenot
served on the standard hot dog type rolls,but rather on sesame seed buns,
much like those on which Burger King's cheeseburgers are served.
The similarities to fast food end there though. Their food is prepared by chefs who have had more training than just watching others
flip burgers. While the meals were'not particularly elaborate, they
were not just run through a microwave oven.
One downside to the Lobster Trap, especially considering it specializes in seafood ,is the selection of chowders. They do not serve clam
chowder, which is definitely strange being in Maine. The chowders
they do serve, fish and seafood (the latter of which is only served on
Fridays), are thin and watered down, with an inordinate amount of
butter visible at the top of the bowl. They call for you to add your own
pepper, salt and flavor. Perhaps their lobster stew, also served seven
days a week, is better - after all it is their namesake.
New England chowders made in the area should not be this bland,
and the poor performance hurts the restaurant's reputation. The
upside to the chowders and stew is that they are jam-packed with fish,
potatoes, lobster and other, ingredients, which somewhat makes up
for the thin consistency.
Overall, though,the wide varietyof selections on the menu is quite
impressive and most are very affordable . Even if you go for dinner and
order six lobster alfredos, you will still have enough money for
,. .
._
dessert.
If you're in the mood to cook at home, but still are aching for a bite
of swordfish or a nibble of bluefish,never fear . The Lobster Trap is not
only a restaurant,but has a decent seafood market as well, and a good
deal on haddock. With prices that can't be beat anywhere in town, you
are sure to find exactly what you want.
Maybe you do not want to just go out to lunch or dinner. Perhaps
you would like a huge party with all of your friends. If so, once again,
the Lobster Trap is there for you, featuring lobster and clambakes, as
well as a varied catering menu. Give them a call and set something up,
872-0529.Q

9
'Heavy odd and confusing
.

BY MEG BELANGER
Contributing Writer

be just as confused if you stayed awake the whole time.
You just kind of sit there waiting for something really
big to happen and it never does.
A description o£ "Heavy?" It's weird. Just an odd
The relationships between the characters are strange
movie,but not becauseof the acting.It has a really great
as well. There's the relationshipbetween Jeff and Callie,
cast, despite the fact if s not a big budget film. Oscar
where she seems to like Victor and Dolly and doesn't
winner Shelley Winters plays tavern owner Dolly, Liv
i_^indworkingatthebarr whilehehatesthe fact thatCallie
Tyler,daughterof Aerosmith fr ont manStephen Tyler, works there and makes this point clear by being a jerk
plays a college drop-out named Callie and Deborah
about it and attemptingto forceher to quit AH ihe while,
Harry, from the movie "Hairspray," playsa burnt-out you keep expecting her loyaltyto Pete & Dolly'sRestauwaitress. Joining them are Evan Dando of the
rant to overcome her loyalty to Jeff ,but it neverdoes.
Lemonheads who plays Callie's musician boyfriend
Then there's the weird relationship between Callie
Jeff,andawonderful actor,
and Victor. He
¦watches her while she
Pruitt Taylor Vince, last
seen as Rub in "Nobody's
works and even tries
lays
Victor,
Dolly's
Fool/' p
to put the moves on
only son.
her. You keep thinkGiven the strong cast,
ing that Callie will let
the film's problem lies in
him down gently, but
the plot. Callie gets a job at
the reject ion never
Pete & Dolly's Restaurant
comes.
as a new waitress, where
There's also the
she is the first new life in
relationship between
the bar in a long time and
Delores and Victor as
where there is a bit of comwell as that of Delores
petition between Delores
and Leo, the regular
(Harry) and Callie because
customer. Complicating- thincr.. even more
Delores has no patience
Courtesy of CFP Distribution are Delores and Pete,
with the youngerwaitress's
inexperience. Victor is the
her dead husband,
very quiet,overweight chef Fruit Taylor Vince & Liv Tyler in HEAVY.
who never appears in
at the bar, who befriends
the movie. Most imCallie, comprehending her, and his own, need for an
portantly, though, is the mother/son relationship beunderstanding ear.
tween Dolly and Victor. As his mother's sickness
Unfortunately, Victor develops something of an
progresses,the audience begins to understand Victor's
obsession with Callie as he imagines'that he saves her
character much better. The numerous relationships
'
from drowning. Then Dolly gets sick. This cbmplicates
and all their little complexities, however, didn't allow
matters because Callie was planning on quitting but
much room for the plot to breathe and that was what
doesn't want to leave Dolly while she is in the hospital.
held the movie down.
,
her
to
get
out
of
a
i
s
pressu
ri
ng
Her boyfriend, Jeff
"Heavy" was not a bad movie; it j ust didn't go. too
dead-end job with people he thinks are losers. From
far. Go and see it for the music,because the soundtrack,
here, the story goes off in unexpected directions.
with a number of songs performed by Dando,is of very
Now, all this seems pretty simple and it is... except
high quality. Or if you happen to have a huge fascinafor the fact that the plot had no direction. You have no
tion with Liv Tyler, see the movie, because she shows
As
with
any
other
film,
if
you
fell
going.
idea where it is
she has more than good lips and a great body. "Heavy"
asleep and missed thirty minutes of "Heavy," you
is playing at Railroad Square October 11through Octowould be lost. The problem is that you would probably
ber 17.Q

Don't bring the kids: this aint the Care Bears
BY DENNIS D'ANGELO
Staff Writer

One of the biggest challenges for animators today is staying fresh , keeping at the
ed ge of their craft. This year's animators create a hodgepodge of short animation pieces
which push the edge of their craft, as well as
pushing a whole lot of other things, including
standards of good taste, right out the window. The disclaimer posted at "Spike & Mike's
Sick and Twisted Festival of Animation" says
it all: "Some of these films are distatesful. If
you are easily nauseated, sit near the exit,and
please, don't hurl on your neighbors." With
disclaimers like that, who needs a rating system?
Despite such an initial reaction,don't think
this is a bad collection of animation . Quite the
contrary, Spike & Mike deliver exactly what
they promise, and with a vengeance. Fans of
gore and just plain gross animated sequences
will be delighted by what they'll find at the
festival , and some of the shorts are far more
witty and politically saturated than they are
violentordisgusting. This is not an animation
festival for anyone, but if you're in the mood
t o check ou t something different from anyt h ing you've seen bef ore, th is is the place to
see it.
Some of the more disgusting films in this
year's festival include "Lloyd's Lunchbox
Three Course Butt-Cheese Platter." By title
alone, the audience gets geared up for some-

Pholo coutcsy of Festiva l Films
"Spike & Mike's Sick and Twisted Festival ofAnimation>y is not for the f aint
of heart.
thing repulsive, but no amount of bracing sandwich.
could possibly prepare the audience for what
An other really dis turbing selection is "Fly
they'll see. At times, people h ave to turn their with the Wind," a film centered around the
eyes, and t he premise doesn't really do much eating habits of flies which suck up their own
to keep us watching. The story revolves
around Lloyd's peculiar habit of cutting and
popping various body par t s off and into a

vomit and fart a lot.
Other films are as political as they are
disgusting, with some satire included.

''Watching TV,"a disturbing and violentpiece
in which various subjects are systematically
gunned down, screams its social and political
message clearly through the medium.Equally
ks satirical, but far less disturbing, is "Safe
Sex." This short flick consists of a man desperately trying to get into a condom, only to
find that the laytex fights its fate. After a long
and at times viscous struggle, the condom
finally subdues his hapless adversary.
Pure silliness and black comedy also find
their way into "Spike & Mike's." "Woeful
Willie" tells the tale of an utterly cursed
Willie in a dark but funny way. Equall y as
disturbing is "Little Girl and the Bear," which
takes its cue, but little else, from the
Goldilocks fantasy. "Hey, Phuk Yew" is a
delightful short about cows who discover
something much better than just grass. "Abducted ," an alien fantasy, lacks none of the
alien ghoulishness, but still concludes humorously.
"Spike & Mike's" is a good time for
those with a strong stomach and a sinister
sense of humor. Portions of the festival are
not easy to watch, but overall the collection
is a rewarding one. Also included this year
is the tripped out "Infrared Roses Revisited," a dead-head favorite re-released to
commemorate the death of Jerry Garcia.
This is graphic animation, an entirely
different vein from the more mainstream
modern animation (think Gromit on a druginduced rage), but if you feel up to the task,
this will meet your expectations.Q
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Colby is for jfroma static environmentYetit seemsthat eachweekend
MayflowerHill becomesan entirelyldifferent place,puttihgohanew face
designed to cater to whoevermay beWatching.
Two weekendsago nobody waswatching as Colby revealed its most
common face. Sending five students to Ihe hospitalemergencyroom with
alcohol poisoning and another as the result of a drunken driving tangle
with a tree, Colby was shit-faced.
: Last weekendtihecampus wasflooded withparents,and studentsput
onlheirbesthappy fac^ ,trymgto^owMoman
educationis.Nol ^ywenttomehospital,nobc<iywasaiTestedforOUI(as
f^asweknowXAU appearedrigjht onMay^^
troublehidden by our happy faces.
ThisweekendColby willdonyetanomerface.TheTnisteesareholdang
their annual fall meeting on campus, convenientlycoinciding with fall
break.With noparties tocontend with,no students tobefound face-down
in atoiletbowl, the Trustees will be presented with a very straight-faced,
somber version of Colby,nearly devoid of student life.
Not only will theymissthe parties,of course,but theywill alsomissihe
athleticevents,theconcertsand_hespeakers. Theywillmakedecisionsthat
affect Colby in an atmosphere that only masquerades as Colby.
The Trustees needtoface uptothefactthatColby doesnotexistwithout
its students. Thesterile environment that theyvisit cannot be takenat face
value,for it is a far cry from the Colby v|e>exjperience every day.
= Fridayafternoon the Trustees willmeet with membersof Stu-A and
other campus leaders. This is the only chance that students will have to
interact face-to-face with tiheTrusteesbefore headingoff to Acadia,Quebec
and Boston. If you haveconcernsthat theTrustees should know about,this
is your opportunity to make your voice heard, to show the Trustees that
Colby is not the static environment with whichthey are presented.Make
them faceup tothe realityof themanyColbysthatwewholivehereknow.

Give
our books baek
Have you ever gone to the library,frantically searching for a book that

you absolutely need for a research paper,only to find that it is checked out
by a professor and,therefore, not due back until sometime next year?
If you have had either of those experiences then you are a true Colby
student.
It is unreasonable that professors are able to hoard books for an entire
year.Theydo haveresearch to do,but the libraryshould befor students first
and f irofessors second. Part of our nearly $30,000 annual tuition payments
should go toward keeping the shelves of Miller Library, not the private
bookcases of our professors amply stacked. While the material professors
havechecked outmaybe useful in coursepreparationor their ownresearch
projects,there is no reason non-students should haveany trouble with the
esteblishedHbraryregunent-takeoutabook,readit,photocopyimportant
pages (following copyright guidelines, of course) and return it, promptly,
for others to use. If a book willbe needed repeatedly throughout the course
of a semester, Colby offers a long-term leasing program -the bookstore.
Miller's holdings, in certain areas, are small compared to many liberal
arts schools. Students should at least have access to theresources the library
owns when conducting research. Having to call back a book from a
professor is nerve wracking, especially since there is little incentive for tlie
professors to actually return them. After all,what would happen to them if
the book failed to reappear in the library? Perhaps a few harassing phone
calls from the librarian, but other than that, very litde. Of course, the real
clincher is that professors do not have to pay fines for overdue books. .
As comforting as it is to be able to stroll into the library at 11:30 p.m., it
does no good for the library to be open that late if you cannot find the
information you are looking for.
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hall. The ' poster had President
Cotter's eyes cut out and hSd the
word 'Nigger' Scrawled oyer Mr.
Woodfork' s picture.
On this same day, in Woodman,
a cross and aTaihbow were marked
over on a student's message board
"Dear FellowColby Community and replaced with a swastika.
We, the undersigned, feel these
Members:
hatefulacts are not only an attack on
OnThursdaySeptember 18,1996 Mr. Woodforkand Jewishmembers
a poster advertising President Wil- of the college/but an affront to the
liam Cotter and Mr. Joshua Colby Community as a whole.
Woodfork's State of the College Hence we are signing this proclaAddress was found defaced in the mation as an affirmation that we
lounge adjoining the Foss dining will not tolerate words or actions

that attack bur fellow community
members based on their race ,
ethnicity, gender, religioii, Sexual
orieritation or cr^ed. Furthermore,
we urge all members of our community to be open minded krid to
help fight againstthe prejudices and
biases that permeate our society as a
whole.

Democracy.That hallowed word
which gives us the right to have a
voice in the way we are governed
and the laws that govern our lives.
This is one of the basic rights that
we, as Americans, value and honor.
Registering to vote and taking part
in both national and local elections
is one of the most fundamental ways
we can influence the direction that
our great nation takes. But what
happens when people capriciously
use this power to influence politics
in localities where they do not have
any substantial vested interest?
Do college students realize that
when they vote on local, town and
state issues their votes are foisting
changes on the lives of people who
will be forced to live with the repercussions of these changes long after
they have graduated and left the
state? How would you feel, for instance,if a group of out-of-state college students came to your hometown, voted in masses during your
elections according to political opin-r

people who invest their whole lives
in this area?
Watervilleis a truehometo about
20,000 people. Yetfor the 1,700 other
people who live high upon Mayflower Hill thisarea is only a temporary home for four years. After our
time at Colby we all move on, back
to our home states or to new states but the residents of Maine will quite
possibly be stuck with laws that
they did not want or that may not
suit their needs and lifestyles.
In conclusion, we would urge
our fellow Colby students do the
right thing and obtain absentee ballots from their own hometowns so
they can vote in the national elections and in their own state elections.
Act ethically and don't votein Maine
elections unless you are in fact a
true resident of Maine.

OnThursdaySeptember 26,1996
andFridaySeptember27,1996members of the Pugh Alliance made the
followingprbclamation available in
the student center for community
members to sign:

Respectfully,"
We only collected 270signatures.
Andrew A. Weber '97

Elections involve not only 'who' but the 'where *
ions they brought with them from
distant towns and cities, and consequently passed resolutions that you
did not support? Is it fair, or even
ethical, that these college students
could impose their values on you
and your family ? Chances are that
you would resent this a great deal.
Yet,unless you are a true resident of
Maine, that is what you will be doing if you vote on Maine's local and
state matters.
Have you,as an out-of-state student who lives high upon Mayflower Hill, ever stopped to consider the long term repercussions of
voting for or against political issues
in Maine? You may assert that you
are at Colby for four years and therefore you consider yourself a local
resident. But think about it, how
well do you know the people of
Waterville? How well do you know
the problems that are inherent to
thisregion and to Maine in general?
How often do you leave the comfort
of Mayflower Hill ito talk to the

In defense of anonymity
printable it it has no name attached.

It was disheartening to read Dan
Maccarone's article "Anonymity =
Cowardice"in the 19 September Echo
issue. While Maccarone made some
important points, basically his argument comes down to an issue of censorship. Youcouldwritethebestdamn
article in the world, according to
Maccarone, and it would be worth
nothing if you do not sign your name
to it.
William James,the "GreatAmerican Pragmatist," wrote of opinions
and theoriesthattheyshouldbejudged
"by fruits,not roots,"meaning that in
me endit isthe idea and tliebenefitsof
its application that count, and not its
source. We should all have the courage to accept the outcome of our beliefs, but what if someone does not?
Under Echo policy it seems that no
matter how relevant the idea, it is not

Sarah?E. Kopczynski/98
Adam E. Pearsali '98

down to is that the writer (justified or
not) fears that the audience will respond not by reflecting on the work,
but by rebellingagainst the writer and
tlie writer's ideas.
Hereat Colby onehastoask-is "A
Concerned Student" a "coward," or is
the student body so dogmatic as to be
unwilling to consider the opinions of
those who constitute Hie minority? I
seriously hope that we are allenlightened enough that we can answer"no"
to the latter, and I also question any
institutionthatisunwillingtountangle
itself from its policy in order to promote what that policy is supposed to
.. i
elicit -even if it is anonymous.

Personally I would rather read something of relevance that is anonymous
than articles that are "safe" and hedging, yet include the writer's name.
Perhaps Maccarone is not f amiliar
with the works of Sir Walter Scott,
which were published and well-receiveddespite the fact that their author
remained anonymous. The same can
be said of Emerson, a "religious radical" (was he a coward?), who wrote
"Nature,"published anonymously in
1836. In fact,it wouldbe hard to imagine any kind of societal reformation
v^dthoutmevyor^ofpeoplewritingin
anonymity. Curiously enough, I was
even unable to find any name signed
Matt Kuchar '97
to the articles in tlie "Editorials" section of the Echo.
Ed itor 's Note: The fourth p araAnonymity reveals a lot about the graph in the staf f box clearly states the
social conditions,and whatitall comes Ech o's ed itorial policy.

Colby
Cheers
for
I have a delightfulstory to tellyou thiswouldbeagood place togetdirec-

sing atabirthday parly. Havingfoun d
their destination I bade them farewell.
In an hour or so there was a knock at
our door. Tlie young men were back!
They said they wanted to thank us for
our help by serenading us. So they
came in and sang "Shenandoah." It
was beautiful! They left us with a very
warm feeling abou t Colby and tliefine
young men the college had graduated.
Tliree dieers!

that confirms my opinion that those
who attend Colby College are neat
people!
We have a Colby College sticker
on tlie rear window of our station
wagon.Itwasgiventousbyour grandson, Tucker Jones, who is a sophomore at Colby. Last weekend, late in
the day, we had a knock at our door.
The nicest young man asked directions to Ferry Hill Road, He said he
was a Colby graduate and saw the
Colby sticker on our car and thought

tions as he and his friends were hopelessly lost.Ihad noidea where tlieroad
was, even though we live on Ferry
Hill. So he came in, called tlie family,
and located tlie street for me. As our
lull is a maze of small streets, it is hard
to direct people, so I got in the car and
led them to the place they were looking for. Tlie young man was one of a
group of Colby Graduates now living
hi the Boston area,who had formed an
a capella singing group called "After
Eight." They h ad an engagement to

I am looking for Hieparent and tlie
student who rushed me to tlie Thayer
Hospital's emergency room right after I was struck by a car at the crosswalk near the field house. Tlie accident tookplacedur
ing Parents'Week-

end, on Saturday, October 5, around Avenue, Waterville, Maine 04901.
Your prompt response to this re5:30 p.m. as my husban d and I were
quest is greatly appreciated and it
walking.
I would like this parent or their means a lot to me.
Colby child to get in touch with me,
Linda Der Simonian
Linda,at (207) 873-6390, or atSHorrill

Lookin g for the good Samaritan

NatalieH. Loomis

Out in *I_eft Field' 1T """"'"' "

We are writing in response to
the "From Left Field" opinion column entitied 'TM__king isFun"[October 3,1996].While we do not contest the fact that it is a lot of fun to get
a group of people together for a
party,we do question the validity of
Mr. McBride's argument. There are
several reasons that we are choosing to respond to the article, all of
which address an important issue.
The issue is the role alcohol plays in
the social lives of athletes at Colby.
It has been less than a year since
a team bonding "ritual" resulted in
the destruction of a dormitory bathroom and fire safety equipment
causing significant damage. As a
result of this damage, two varsity
athletes were expelled from campus housing for the rerhainder of
their time at Colby.
We consider it very ironic thai
this athlete's opinion was written in
the very same Echo edition which
described first year athletes feeling
uncomfortable with the team bonding "rituals."When several,not just
two, varsity athletes come forward
and express hesitation about participating in a sport they love because they witness abusive drinking by their fellow teammates, it
constitutes a problem. It has been
made apparent to veteran athletes
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that there are first year; student athletes who are. uncomfortable with
the atmosphere that teams bond in.
There needs to be a balance created
between team bonding /and team
drinking. Eating dinner, practicing
and working out together are not
sufficient means to create an atmosphere where first year athletes who
do not drink feel comfortable on
their team.
We feel it is very important that
veteran athletes strive to find this
balance and create an atmosphere
where every individual is comfortable hanging out with his or her
team. Set the example now for first
year athletes so that in the upcoming years, bonding does not need to
take place over the consumption of
alcohol. Leadership iSa powerful
tool that can be used to bring a team
together without the use of alcohol.
Another issue mentioned by Mr.
McBride was that "frequentl y there
is tension among individual sports
teams." While envy may be felt towards certain teams if another has a
greatseason,itis simply PATHETIC
that it takes the presence of alcohol
to alleviate the invisible barriers that
separate all of the teams into so
called "units." Mr. McBride points
out that each athlete is different but
each comes to Colby with a com-

mon objective -to obtain success on
the playing field .If thisis indeed the
case, then there is already a basis
established for individual teams to
support each other and bond together without the use, and abuse,
of alcohol.
The commentmade that thisbeer
die tournament was the best sporting event of the semester is tragic.
We would think that as an athlete
on the baseball team, Mr. McBride
would have just a little more enthusiasm and support for fellow athletes striving to achieve success for
Colby. If everyone should be at
sporting events showing enthusiasm for teams' efforts with faces
painted, as Mr. McBride pointed
out in an earlier "From Left Field"
article, then surely as the assistant
sports editor of the Echo, he should
be making more positive comments
about our fall sports.
In closing, we are thrilled with
the success of your party, but regret
that the presence of alcohol played a
significantroleinregardstothebonding among teams.Thank you,too for
the public service announcement
about your weekend activities. We
hope that our points made here are
considered pertinent. Please try to
take some of the emphasis of team
bonding rituals away from alcohol
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and try to focus more on the commitment to make all team members
comfortable around their teams. In
doing so, this will set a very important precedence for future years. Finally, please remember that we are
all Colby students. Alcohol should
not be a necessary means in order to
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show support for our athletic teams.
Christopher J. Sullivan '97
Stephen S. Papagiotas '97
, A. Welling LaGrone '97
?
Kayla B. Baker '97
Sarah E. Ostermueller '98
Walter Wang '99

A retiirii td segregation?

Why we need to keep Colby student s talkin g...
BY MIKE TRUMAN
Opinions Editor

Recent pieces in this newspaper
have had astonishing views on the
racial harmony and diversity at
Colby. Rather than hearing the standard slogan of coming together, it
seems more and more of us want to
split apart. This is a truly saddening
prospect, and it cannot go unanswered.
It seems we're losing sight of the
big picture as life's little frustrations get in the way. Thirty years
ago, we hailed the Civil Rights Act
as the dawn of a new era in the
United States: Since tliefi/race relations have steadily improved, contrary to whatever the pundits and

demagogues might say. There is as
much opportunity now there has
ever been for anyone of any race,
gender and sexual preference at any
other time in the history of this nation.Perhaps with all our hopes and
expectations, every new, setback
hurts more than the onebef ore. Even
so, there is no reason to lash out at
whatever target is available. Recently that target has been Colby.
While I may be inclined to say
that traditional HBCUs likeHoward
may be fine for some black students,
it is probably as harrowing for a
white student there as it is for a
blackstudent here. How can one say
that Howard allows its students to
be themselves and that Colby does
not? Howard is nobetter than Colby.

To attack our institution for its lack
of diversity and then praise Howard
(98 percent black) is hypocritical.
As for the ALANA label, yes it

no one seems overly concerned
about dividing them up. No one
gives a second thought about calling a white person white,but there
can be hell to pay for calling a
black person black. Society has no
set norm of labeling for nonRace becomes a word whites. So what is Colby to do?
associ ated only with They have opted to use ALANA, a
correct term of the mofear , and that fear is politically
ment. Should the college be dechoking intelligent
monized for it?
Furthermore, one cannot stress
dialogue.
enough that the incidents in
Woodman were most likely the
actions of two ldhe studeifts.
' is categorical.' But the ''white" la- We've come a long way toward
bel is just as over-reaching. Within mutual tolerance, but we're not
the "white" label are dozens of quite there. To let two imbeciles
cultures, religions and beliefs, but throw the entire process into dis-

array is ludicrous. I believe the
overwhelming majority of students on this campus are not motivated by race. Those two students speak for themselves, and
themselves alone.
Race is becoming an uglier
topic. It's become a word associated only with fear , and that fear
is choking intelligent dialogue. We
do not need segregation to achieve
racial harmony; it can only worsen
the situation. Only by continued
interaction can the myriad races
on earth grow to apprec;ifite and
Vlspect each other. This community, like this country, has come
along way toward this goal. We
can't let fear and ignorance block
our way to attaining it.Q

If you had five minutes with the Trustees , what would
you to say to them?

"When are they going to renovate the Colby sld hill?"

"I don't think the cleaninggroups
are more efficient, and I prefer getting to know the cleaning staff."

Ken Raiche '98

Chad Card '97

"I'd ask them to give Strider a
new lighting system."

Laura Houston '99 s

"Grades should count when you go abroad,otherwise what incentive
s there to get high marks?"
Stacy Joslin '97 and Laura Olsen '97

Echo photos by J ennifer Atxvoocl
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Affirmative Action Is
Negative Action
BY MATT APUZZO

six white people and two minorStaff Writer
ity individuals apply, then the
job should go to the two people
When filling out the dreaded with the best qualifications,
college applications,one may have right? Not necessarily. The emnoticed the short,bubbled-answer ployer might be feeling pressure
question that went something like from the government to mainthis: "What Ethnic Background Do tain a balance of minority and
You Wish To Be Affiliated With?" white employees in her comIt is questions like these that widen pany. She would then have to
racial gaps the country has made choose between qualifications
and effective quotas. It is easy to
steps to narrow.
see how this
Any college ______________________________
will tell you
policy can cause
bad
race relathat the quesC olor doesn 't matter.
tions, even in
tion is used for
People matter.
this make-bestatistical purApplication
lieve scenario.
poses only,and
processes
s
h
ou
ld
most college
Whether or
reflect the character
not Affirmative
officials will
not admit that
of the person , not the Action causes reverse discrimitheir desire for
color of his skin.
nation, Affirmaethnic divertive Action, as a
sity is preventing a "colorpolicy, prevents
blind" admissions process. The society from being colorblind by
issue of Affirmative Action is a immediately classifying people
heated one, indeed. Terms like into groups: Caucasian, Black,
"reverse discrimination" are be- Hispanic, Asian, Native Ameriing thrown around and the rea- can. .. Circle one and be labeled. It
soning is often lost in the midst of is absurdly hypocritical for a colheated arguments. However, lege to hold a rally saying how
please allow me try to shine some color doesn't matter, when, before anyone was even accepted
reality rays on the subject.
While Affirmative Action was into the college, they had to seonce a necessary policy in Ameri- lect a racial group.
Color doesn't matter. People
can society, it is now a system that
has become detrimental to the ra- matter. Application processes
cial situation in the United States. should reflect the character of the
It has been argued by many that a person, not the color of his skin.
potential employer or an admis- If this country ever hopes to be a
sions officer, acting under an Af- country of people, not a country
firmative Action policy, would of colors, then we have to stop
create different standards for mi- classifying, labeling and systematically dividing its citizens. You
nority applicants.
For instance, an employer un- can call it affirmative. I see it as
der the Affirmative Action policy nothing but negative.l__
may have two job openings. If
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Peregrine Tours

~JJ k j Jo-ADeparture Waterville and points south
j I
Bernice Doyle, Chine, Maine 968-2611
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THE OFFICIAL BROADWAY PRODUCTION

Saturday, December 14, 1996
2 p.m. Matinee—C olonial Theater , Boston
Price: $10500
(reserve by November 12, J 996)

• Stop at Faneull Hall for lunch on your own
or shopping.
• Dinner: Bos'n's Landing Resturaunt , York
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"Be There or Be Square!"
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BY KELSEY MILLER

tion? People should not*expect a
Staff Writer
child to understand complicated
sexual codeswhen even our nation's
"I'll show you mine if you show ju dicial system is arguing over
me yours." Ifs a phrase everyone terms. Children,both young girls as
knows, and has become a common well as boys, need to find out for
joke in today's society. Unfortunately, it has also been the impetus
Children , both young
for a rash of sexual harassment
girls as well as boys,
charges brought against (are you
read y for this?) first and second
need to find out for
grade boys.
themselves , through
Within the last month,two males
have been brought up on charges, trial and error , what
later dropped,of sexual harassment
is acceptable
for attempting to kiss a fellow classbehavior.
mate. In both cases, the students
attested they were trying to show a
classmate they "liked" her. It seems themselves, through trial and error,
innocent enough, yet in both cases what is acceptable behavior. I say
the parents and the school boards this, not because I am eager for a
have overreacted.
young student to be placed in an
Sexual identity and relations are awkward position (hey, I know what
crazy enough as it is. It seems that it'slike -in second grade Icky Eddie
no one quite knows how to act wanted to marry me), but because I
around the opposite sex; there are know that children cannot grasp a
no longer any rules of proper dating rule without a demonstration.
etiquette. So is it a wonder that chilMOM: Eddie,don't kiss any girls.
dren are still given to experimentaEDDIE: Why?

'
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DAD: Because its wrong son.
EDDIE: But you kiss mommy.
MOM: That's different.
EDDIE: Why?
DAD: Because we're married.
EDDIE:So I can't kiss anyone till
I'm married?
MOM: WeU... yes, but...
It is easy to see the difficulty
here.It would be wonderful to protect all of our children from every
conceivable threat,but to make it a
civil crime to develop romantic desires can only lead to problems.
Young people should feel free to
express themselves, not feel repressed and fearing a lawsuit.
Of course we should teach our
children what is proper and what is
acceptable, and we should demonstrate through example. But children are curious,and children want
to understand a grown-up world. A
society of certain sexual freedoms
has been created. We cannot punish
young people for experimenting
with their roles in that world.
And no, I will not show you
mine.Q

Women march forward
BY AMY MONTEMERLO

emy have admitted women stu- cadets expect to be treated in the
dents
since 1976. Not one of these same manner as their fellow males?
Staff Writer
superior institutions has been Both military institutions should
Are some single-sex educational "harmed" with the addition of fe- hold female cadets responsible for
institutions unconstitutional and male cadets. Each institution's the same standards that have been
discriminatory? Yes, according to unique tradition of academic and set for male cadets. The Supreme
the United States Supreme Court' s moral excellence remains stable. Court's decision reinforces thisviewrecent decision regarding admis- These institutions have perhaps point since it aids in.abolishing fesions policies at the Citadel and Vir- even benefited from the incorpo- male stereotypes. It helps eliminate
ginia Military Institute (VMI). These ration of female members.
characterizations of women as
Concerns have also been raised "weak/' "soft" and incapable of rigtwo establishments are the only two
publicly funded all-male military over the degree and intensity of orous training and physical deinstitutions in the nation.
training female cadets will expect mands.
Last August, the Supreme Court to receive. These anxieties reflect
Despite unavoidable gender
determined that barring women
stereotypes, the Supreme
from attending either institute was
Court' s decision is strong ly
a violation of the Equal Protection
based upon a women's ri ght to
Women have also
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendequal protection. Granted , a
icted
as
been
dep
ment of the Constitution, as well as
military education is not appealunjustified discrimination. This deing to all women. However, a
overly emotional ,
cision is very controversial,in that it
woman's opportunities should
ends the tradition of single-sex edu- fearful of failure and
not be limited because she is fenot capable of
cation at both prestigious military
male. Based on this clause ,
institutions. However, it is a monuwomen who have the desire to
handling stress.
mental gain for women's rights and
attend these institutions cannot
opportunities in education.
be denied admission solely
Opponents of the Supreme tmmmmammmamWmmmaammmaaimmuum
based on gender.
Court's ruling base their arguments traditional gender stereotypes of
This fall, four female cadets
solely on old traditions and gender women. Witnesses for VMI claim were admitted as members of
stereotypes. Both the Citadel and that women cadets would not "be the Citadel's class of 2000. Three
the Virginia Military Institute have capable of enduring without psy- of these women have alumni ties
vigorously fought to keep women chological trauma." Women have to the school. AH of them are
out of their institutions. Lawyers also been depicted as overly emo- more than qualified to jo in their
arguing on behalf of these colleges tional, fearful of failure and not male cadets. These women have
declared that the institutions would capable of handling stress.
received military and ROTC
be "irrevocably harmed" if forced
David Nash, a junior at VMI, training, as well as high recomto admit women as cadets. This ar- was quoted as saying "if women mendations. Prior to this year, it
gument is easily refutable.
are going to come, they should would have been inconceivable
United States military institu- expect everything that is expected to deny these women admission
tions including the Coast Guard of us,"These statements and broad to the college of their choice on
Academy, the Naval Academy, generalizations are ludicrous and account of their gender. Today,
West Point and the Air Force Acad- insulting. Wh y wou ld n 't female it is also unconstitutional^

Upto wn
Hair Specialists

• Price includes motorcoach tra nsportation ,
orchestra seats , and dinner on return trip.
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I Sexual harassment - 101

Where Colby students go
j
1 Discounts for
873-2028 Colby students
I
1 with ID
189 Main Street
Waterville, ME
across from Peop le's Heritage Bank

arm
K^verside F Market

Take this reform and shove it!
BY MIKE TRUMAN
Opinions Editor

The 104th Congress's term has
come to an end. It could not have
come soon enough. After two years
of budget showdowns, in-house
hostage situations (i.e. pass my budget or I'll let the U.S. default on its
payments), repeated attacks on the
environment and an all out lack of
civilized debate, it is with a feeling
of deliverance that we await the
upcoming elections. What did this
Congress do? In the words of House
Majority Whip Tom DeLay (RTexas), "We came, we saw, we reformed." And what did "we" reform? Allow me....
DeLay's self-declared mission is
the modern era of governend
to

ment regulation. He actively campaigns on the premise that he will
do all in his power to eradicate federal safety and environmental rules
that burden business - which, according to him, includes them all.
Meat inspection? Don't need it. So a
few people die of the E-coli virus;
you gotta die of something some
time.
His venom doesn't stop at the
Food and Drug Administration. Far
from it! You see, there is no agency
DeLay despises more then the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA).Accordingto DeLay,theEPA
is "the Gestapo of government pure
and simple."He viewed the bans on
DDT as excessive. (For more information on DDT,see "Silent Spring",
dead eagles and poisoned water

Waterville ^ New York City
BY INGELA RATLEDGE
Contributing Writer

Oh the surface, Waterville appears to be one of the last remaining
outposts of small-town American
mentality. Sure,it bears the increasingly common scars of boarded-up
shops being replaced by WalMarts,
but it still seems that it has not yet
succumbed to sacrificing its dignity
for trendiness...or has it?
I chose a school in pseudo-rural
Maine because I, like many Colby
students, was fed-up with metropolitan environmentspopulated by
mass-produced,jade dby-products
of an MTV Generation gone wrong.
I thought it would be refreshing to
live in a place where function outweighed form,by choice and necessity. And I thought, in Waterville,
that I had found that. But sadly, not
only for people who have lived here
all their lives but for the members of
our campus, New Age has begun
its insidious march into town.
A leading culprit in the attempt
to hippen-up Waterville is The Last
Unicorn restaurant. It is often
praised as the best restaurant in the
area, and with good cause. But
frankl y, if I have to drive to dinner
on a road covered in two inches of
ice and the occasional moose carcass, I do not want to have the option of Green Goddess dressing on
tty salad. I don't want a chef who
spent hiswhole life across the bridge
from a now-defunctHathawayshirt
factory to even know what a soft-

shelled crab tastes like, let alone
prepare it for me with "hotel butter." I don't want to listen to the
harmony of whales mating on the
sound-system while I deliberate
between salmon ravioli and prosciutto quiche. Most of all, I do not
want my pert waitress to be a member of someultra-chic,underground
Northern Maine subculture of beautiful people.
The Last Unicorn is not alone in
its debauchery of the mundane. After you grab your,(sigh), Latte from
Jorgensen's,head over to Sign of the
Sun for that set of Zen tarot cards
that you've had your eye on. Then
stop by Ken-a-Set to purchase, for
exactly four dollars, a kitschy lamp
that you think lends your 12x12
dorm room that certain "je ne sais
quoi." Come to think of it, maybe
Colby could commission a few artistic types to paint a life-sized mural of San Francisco to provide a
backdrop for the entire campus, no
no,for the entire town...because that
seems to be where ambitions are
heading.
All of this elaborate exaggeration is just an attempt to suggest
that each one of us selected this
frigid northern oasis for a reason.
Waterville shouldn't have to become
a cheap impostor for the sake of
spoiled consumers. And' while we
all enjoy finding a store that provides us with a reminder of the comfort of home, let us not forget that
for four years, Waterville is supposed to be our home.Q

supplies.) It was with this in mind
that he proposed a thirteen month
moratorium on any new legislation,
tying the EPA's hands for a year.

just didn't seem like such a great
idea anymore.
Most of this legislation never
made it to law, thanks to the efforts
of President Clinton and Democratic
lawmakers such as Henry Waxman,
Calif.andDavidObey,Wis. But this
vicious attack on virtually everything accomplished since Tedd y
Roosevelf s term in office shows the
true nature of the 104th Congress'
"reforms":theremoval of every safeguard we have built over the last
100 years. They look to the Guilded
Age as the Golden Age of society.
As I sit watching the coal mining
conditions in Ken Burns'documentary on "The West," I can't help but
hear Tom DeLay say "Now those
were the good old days !"Q

government, he assembled a group
known as "Project Relief," which is
a collection of 350 lobbyists from
honorable organizations such as the
motor, oil and tobacco industries.
Step two: let them write the new
So a few people die
legislation! After all,whoelseknows
of the E-coli virus;
how business can run best other
than business itself?This isreform?!?
you gotta die of
Equally striking are the things
something some
that did not get reformed. The Contime.
tract with America (perhaps better
described as the "Contract on
B_IBB_--_a_B_aB___BH________BD_B--B-_-----taB3flB America") promised to pass a term
You see, the only way to reform a limitsbill. Funny howthat bill failed,
system is by freezing it for thirteen considering there were enough Remonths. Or so I hear.
publicans to pass it alone, and since
DeLay's dreams have been long there were some Democrats who
known. But this year, he had the supported the measure. It appears
power to make his dreams come that once the Republicans found
true. As step one in his "reform" of themselves in control, term limits

The Iron Fist of Morality
BY ALEX MOSKOS
Contributing Writer

I attended the wellnessseminar on
Tuesday, September 17 expecting to
sleep in the back for twohours and get
a jump on my wellness credits. However,my plans changed whenI began
toactuaLly /isfentoPatriciaBrousseau's
lecture'ToriingThoseMoralMuscles."
The reason the lecture caught my attention was that it went against my
own morals.
The speaker began by recalling an
experience that she had in Berkeley,
Calif. Shehad the opportunitytojoina
protest march, but was dissuaded by
the sight of police officers in riot gear.
Brousseau said she did not want to go
againsther own countryby participating in the march.
Thiswasthefirstofmanyexamples
of the fascist overtones towards conformity present in her lecture.
TlieUnited States of America was
founded on civil disobedience; any
significant progress we have made as
a nation is tlie result of a revolution,
revoltorprotestagainstthestatusquo.
One example would be our founding

Hi g h l a n d e r
Laundromat
70 Elm St, Waterville

coin-op self serve
or
drop off wash-dry-fold service
open
7:30 - 9:00
Mon.-Fri.
7:30-7:00
Sat.-Sun.

fathers rising up against the British
monarchy. If we had not realized that
an absolute monarchy was unjust, we
would never have been able to establish American democracy. Other examples of rebellingagainst thesystem
would be the civil rights movement
and the Civil War.
Now think for a second, is our
country better off for not conforming
orshouldwehavecontinued our society under a monarch, with slaves and
withlegalizedracism.?
To further her goal of conformity,
the speaker said that the two factors
we should consider when making a
decision are whether or not it goes
against society's accepted morals and
whether or not it violates a law. If the
decisiondoesindeeddoboth,itwould
be an immoral decision.
Would a racist act in the WEfl's be
legitimate? Under her guidelines it
would be. Would a German following
the practices of the Nazi government
during the 193CS and 1940/sbeamoral
person? Here, too, the answer is yes.
This is pretty scary advice.
What is even more scary is the fascist view she had that breaking loyalty

and trust by giving a person up to the
authorities was an acceptable act. This
was expressed through examples of
decisionmakingwhichrestedsolelyon
the consideration of whether or not a
decision wasfor the benefit of the society as a whole. An example she gave
was if an act of vandalism occurred at
yourschoolandafriendsaidtoyouthat
he wasresponsible, should you tell on
him? This example seemed to lead to
the conclusion that trust canbebroken
if it benefits the good of the country
and that trust in others is worthless. It
also undermines the belief in personal
responsibility. Shouldn't the student
who vandalized the school beable to
make the choice of turning himself in
and learn what honor is? .
Brousseau's speech seemed not to
be about making moral decisions as a
wayof makingourselvesbetter people,
but rather making moral decisions to
create a fascist enterprise that controls
peopleby stripping their free will and
makingthem conform to thelaws and
accepted moral standardsoftheenterprise.If westop questioning authority
and oursodety/smorals,wewouldbe
setting the stage for the next Hitler.Q
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There aro hundreds of AmericanInternational schools around the world
seeking graduating seniors and recent graduates to fill teaching or teacher-intern positions for September, 1997. SEARCH
ASSOCIATES has recently placed thousands of candidates In such positions.
These schools closely resemble outstanding U.S. public and Independent schools,
with strong colloge prep programs, high
academic standards, motivated and well
behaved students as woll as very supportive parents, SEA RCH ASSOCIATES WILL
HOLD AN INFORMATION WORKSHOP
AT THE CAMBRIDGE HYATT REGENCY
HOTEL, 575 MEMORIAL DR., ON
SATURDAY, 2 NOVEMBER AT 2 PM
SHARP and will spend the next 3 days
interviewing, Interested persons should
attend tho November 2 workshop and Interviews AND/OR sond a resume and S.A.S.E.
to: SEARCH ASSOCIATES, P.O. Box
636, Dallas, PA 18612

If you ' re thinking Chinese ,
think Hunan 's.
If you 're not thinking Chinese ,
think again !

AUTHENTIC HUNAN & SZECHUAN CUISINE

FREE DELIVERY *

DINE-IN SUN-THURS—10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
ImON-THURS — ll-9 pm |
pl1"10pm
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NO ADDED SALT

* 10.00 minimum w/ last delivery 15 minutes until closing

Colbyettes start off
Sheridan makes
high
year
on
a
note
cozy
Coffeehouse more
When asked if she had an
with songs like "Turbo
Yeast," which describes the overall message with she was
discomforts of yeast infec- trying to convey Sheridan replied, "Ihavefound the world
tions.
Frustration with the mod- tobe a lotmore pleasant when
Lastweek'servtertainment
at the Coffeehouse was an- ern day "Madison Avenue" I live day to day, and not conother smashing success. concept of Santa Claus were stantly worry about the future. I try to tell
Singer-song writer
peop le that
Cosy Sheridan shared
one's own intuher incredible musical
ition is your
talent,while highlightbest guide...
ing thought-provoking
you
should alher
concepts through
ways listen to
lyrics.
your heart."
"I started playing
Comp lithe guitar when 1was
cated
chord
nine yearsold,and then
riffs accompawhen I was nineteen I
nied by guitar
dropped out of college
beats
tapping
and started playing at
dominated
open-mic nights at bars
her music. The
in Portsmouth, N.H.,"
simplicity of
said Sheridan. "I then
her solo act
won a couple national
was
a pleasant
song writing contests,
contrast to the
and now I'm making
intense
and
CD's."
frantic beats
The concert, which
of most popuhad an impressive
lar
music.
turnout considering
Sheridan s
students' various midmusic had its
term schedules, had a
very relaxed atmoEcho Photo by Mary Schwalm roots in folk
music, while
sphere. Direct converincorporating
sation
between Cosy Sheridan played to the coffeehouse
a kind of
Sheridan and different crowd last Tuesday.
"bluesy" spice
members of the audience was common through- expressed in songs like "Santa which blended perfectl y
out the entire show.The event is in the Mall." More serious with her tender, experiseemed more like a gathering criticisms of the fashion in- enced voice, to produce an
of friends than a formal per- dustry were also made when upbeat melodic sound. "EvCosy relayed statistics of the ery performer has to clasformance.
Sheridan's music was ac- average body type of the sify their music, so I would
companied with sarcastic sto- American women (5'4", 144 say that I play a kind of
ries to provide a backdrop for lbs.) in contrast to the aver- singer-songwriter, new
each song. Songs such as "The age bod y type of the modern acoustic genre, with a
Tooth Fairy Got Shot" were day models (5'11", 117 lbs.). blues/gospel style," said
introduced with provocative Sheridan accompanied these Sheridan.
Up coming events at the
comments like "I am going to criticisms, however, with
include:
assault all of your cultural light hearted remarks such as Coffeehouse
icons now." While her lyrics "You are now knee deep in Oct.9th Open Mic Night and
include numerous social criti- Sheridan'swomen complaint Oct. 19th singer-songwriter
cisms, they also delve into series," to evade an overly Timothy Hull.Q
some rather vivid realism cynical impression.

(l-r) Alyssa
Hughes '98 ,
Niki
Shinneman
'96 and Liz
Baker '97 of
the
Colbyettes,
Colby's
Women 's a
cappela
group ,
during a
performance
last year.in
the Spa.

BY DEAN HENRY •
Staff Writer .

HBHffl____i(_I___OT

Echo file photo

a BY DAN MACCARONE
A&E Editor

Back in the early 1960s,some Colby women
got together to combat the Colby a cappella
scene which, at that point, consisted of only
the Colby 8. Over thirty years after the original group was formed, the Colbyettes have
become one of the best all female a cappella
groups in the NESCAC schools.
Led this year by Carol Reid .'97 and Liz
Baker '97 , the Colbyettes have put together a
rigorous schedule. On October 1, the 'Ettes
traveled to thePortland Museum of Art,where
they performed for alumni as a part of the
"The Campaign for Colby."They also played
at last weekend's "Acapellooza" with the
Colby 8, Blue Lights and Megalomaniacs.
Other events planned for the serrjester are an
invitational on October 25, several fund-raisers and a special concert, arranged by Father
John Marquis, at the Innerfaith Shelter later
this fall.
The Colbyettes currently have thirteen
members on campus, with two other singers
studying abroad. The group is composed of
April Armstrong '97, Baker, Reid, Kate
Conklin '98 (who will be abroad second semester), Chrissy Barnett '99, Laurel Coppeck
'99,Emily Dowd '99, Nicole Fallat '99,Bergen
O'Malley '99, Karen Smith '99, Melissa
Trachtenberg '99,Erin Whelan '99 and Hillary
Smythe '00. The two 'Ettes abroad right now

are Andrea Uoucette y» and Alyssa tiughes
'98. They will return to the group next year.
Like the Blue Lights, the Colbyettes also
sing for students on their birthdays. "For
students we usually do it for free, if parents
request it, then usually they'll give us, like, a
donation," says Reid about how the group
generates funds other than those given to
them by Stu-A.
The Colbyettes put out their first compact
disc, entitled "Whistle, or You Lose It," in
1992. Last winter they put out their second
effort, entitled "Ette Cetera," which is available for sale in the Colby Bookstore. "We're
hoping to record some more this spring,"
says Reid. And then they'll record some
more next year."
Every Sunday the Colbyettes can be seen
eating dinner together and discussing their
individual weeks before they head off to rehearsal for one of three weekly practice sessions. Rehearsals consist of learning new songs
and practicing old ones. "Sometimes during
rehearsal webreak into other songs and dance
around for awhile to relax," says Reid.
Last weekend, they debuted their new
arrangement of "I will Survive/' as well as
treating parents and students to old favorites
such as Annie Lennox's "Wh y," with
Trachtenberg on solo.Q
This article is. the third in a f our par tseries
hig hlig hting Colby 's a cappela groups
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"A Piece of Your SouP* lacks style

Sonic Youth's Moore combines
styles on "HeavyV - soundtrack
BY DENNIS D'ANGELO
Staff Writer

Along with the film, "Heavy's"
soundtrack lives up to its title,
full of different and enjoyable
tunes interspersed with original
instrumentals written and performed by Sonic Youth's f rontman
Thurston Moore . This is an eclec'¦
tic mix of alternative rock ,
bluesy traditional
and
some softer ins t ru m e n t a 1
guitar rock.
The
movie
made good use
the its
of
soundtrack,
with the desolate percussion
of the instrumental theme
complimenting
that same loneliness emblematic of the film.
Overall,this is a soundtrack worth
owning.
The theme song of the film,
"Victor and Callie," opens the
soundtrack with subtlety, easing
us into the album quietly. Evan
Dando, who plays Callie's garage
bandleader/mechanic boyfriend
gives us an amusing arid almost
self-parod ying "Hot Coals," in
which the lyrics center around the
tortures of an irate girlfriend. The
Plimsouls follow him with "Pile
Up," an average pop alternative
tune. Rosie Flofes' "Boxcars/' a
blues Jukebox tune that changes
pace and direction of the album

nicely, sending it into the next set.
The album breaks back into
Evan Dando's "Frying Pan,"originally released on 1994's "Sweet
Relief," and follows the formula
just mentioned for pretty much
the rest of the album. The music
continues to be fresh and rewarding, and the soundtrack never
grows tired. Evan Dando is
present throughout the album and
his
song
"How Much
I've Lied"
can be considered one of
his
better
songs.
A couple
of virtually
unknown
artists make
an appearance on the
soundtrack
as well, most
notably Eleni
M a n d e 11 ,
whose "To Dream of Sarah" was
one of the best tracks on the album, capturing both the alternative feel with the sadder blues
backdrop of the film at large.
The songs of this soundtrack
were integral to the movie, and if
you enjoyed the film "Heavy" then
you'll also enjoy the soundtrack.
Even if you didn't like or did not
see "Heavy,"you will still like the
soundtrack if you're a fan of
Dando,Moore,alterna-rock in general or even some less intense blues
jukebox favorites. This is a
soundtrack worth listening to
more times than just at the
movies.?

Storyyille 's nearest far from rocks
BY DENNIS D'ANGELO
Staff Writer

In Storyville's latest release, "A
Piece of Your Soul,"the band compiles very average lyrics with a
musical style that's been boring
for quite some time. The album
does nothing new or different, and
despite its release on Code Blue
Records, it has nothing distinctl y
bluesy at all. In fact, the album
lacks distinction just about everywhere, and by the end of it we're
not better or worse off than we
were before; it has that little affect
on the audience.
The first track, "Bitter Rain,"
doesn't give anything distinctive
to the beginning of the generic rock
music that accompanies the sometimes tired lyrics. The beat is distinctly late-eighties, and the solo
guitar work doesn't go anywhere
solo guitar work has not gone before. This first song, as well as the
second and third, don't do anything we haven't heard before,
years ago.
The middle of the album offers
no real break from the monotony.
Although the sounds of some of
the songs get a little softer and
slower, no notable lyrics pull us in
to listen to what's being said. The
tales of love and regret are told in
an entirely cliche fashion and,
frankl y, the mediocrity of the album is best exemplified by the
lack of originality in the middle
tracks. "Don't Make Me Cry" and
"What Passes for Love" both dish
put tired lines lacking any exciting
musical background.
Of course, at the end of the
album the dullness finally starts to
sink in and boredom turns to a
mild irritation. Unless the audience really has a sincere affinity

Photo courtesy of Storyville

Storyville's "Apiece of your Soul" is a bore
for a style that was burned out by
1990,this album delivers very little
incentive to listen to it again. The
most remarkable aspect of the album is its utter nondescript nature - it simply isn't noticeable.
Which is not to say that it's bad,
but that it just isn't any good, and
in this climate of ultra-competition, the lack of anything noticeably good is in and of itself a very
negative quality.
Another confusing aspect of the
album is that Storyville is signed to
Code Blue Records,a subsidiary of
Atlantic. Code Blue is responsible
mainly for blues, some R&B and
some jazz. "A Piece of Your Soul"
doesn't seem to clearly fit into any
of these categories. While an album need not fit into a specific
category to be decent, this one
doesn't even come close. If anything, "A Piece of Your Soul"
would fit into some kind of late
eighties rock combined with subtle
influences of folk and a little blues

grouping.
The title track, along with the
entire album, fails in its claim.
Storyville doesn't engage our souls,
or any other body parts for that
matter. Rather, this latest album
completely fails to affect us on any
level. "APiece of Your Soul" delivers mediocre unprovoking rock
with generic lyrics. This kind of
thing has been done many times
before, and there's a clear reason
why most of them have stopped.
While "A Piece of Your Soul" is
not terrible, it is so easy to simply
ignore that after two spins in the
CD player it would be banished to
the shelf, never to be played again.
Do not discount Storyvilleentirely,
though. They did play well, even if
what they played was dull, and
there is the possibility that something better might come along in
the future. For now though, don't
bother with "A Piece of Your Soul",
its mediocrity hardly justifies the
price.Q
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International
Job Skills

New professional MA. in
International Affairs or
Interamer ican Studies
prepares you rap idl y for
exciting careers:
O environmental studies
O publ ic heal th
O government
O international
organ iza ti ons
? international media,
business
Learn , valuabl e analy ti c
skills from economics and
the social sciences.
Complete this intensive
multi-disciplinary degree
in 12 to 15 months, while
living in a fascinating
international city.
Fre e, details: Contac t our
Admissions Secretary.

Gradua te School of
International Studies

Coral Gables, FL 33124-3010
305-284-4173; Fax: 305-284-4406
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Op en y our mind
Colby needs free thinking...
let's do it in the Echol
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Crew teams
pleased with
weekend
per formance
BY BEN LESTER
Staff Writer

The men's and women s
crew teams set the tone for a
successful season by p lacing
well in last weekend's Textile
Regatta on the Merrimack River
in Lowell, Mass.
The men's team, led by jun iors Stu Wilson, Scott Shire and
a host of talented sophomores,
placed sixth out of a 16 team
field en route to a particularly
p leasing finish, according to
Wilson.
"We are all happy about
how we did this weekend," said
Wilson, "I think it's .a, good ba- f
rometer of where we have
come, and where we are going
to go. By all indications we are
where we want to be right
now."
Though the men's team was
overmatched by powerhouses
Boston College, who finished
first overall, and Williams, the
Mules placed well above boats
from in-state rivals Bowdoin
and Bates.
The women's team also
made a respectable showing
with their seventh p lace effort
in a 17 team field. Drawing
from experience and youth, the
women defeated
rivals
Bowdoin and Bates as well as
other traditionally strong
NESCAC programs. Boston
College won the women's race
as well to complete the sweep.
"We are very p leased with
how we finished this weekend ," said captain Sandra
DuBarry '99. "We 've made
great improvements from our
season last fall and I think
we're only going to get better."
Improvement seems to be
the prevailing attitude this season and much credit has to be
given tonew Head Coach Mark
Davis, whose coaching ability
has paid dividends thus far this
season for the Mules.
"I think Mark has done a
great job," said Wilson. "He
has made such a difference in
our technique, and has pushed
us to remarkable conditioning p lateaus. We owe a lot to
hi m."
Davis was delighted with
this weekend's performance as
well , but true to form , he
stressed his team 's need to improve in order for them to
reach a hig her level of performance.
"We did very well for the
firs t race ," said Davis. "I am
happy with how they did this
weekend and happy with their
progress so far. Most importantl y, the men and women of
this team are satisfied , and I
think they will continue to be
as long as wc continue to improve and build for the future. "
The rowers have little time
to enjoy this past weekend's
results, as they will journey to
Middletown , Conn, this Sunday for the Head of the Connecticut Race.?

Women's volleyball
stunned at Bates Inv.
BY GALEN CARR

Despite the loss, co-captains
Caroline
Ketcham '97 and Anna
- Sports Editor
Thompson '97 were impressive,
After vaulting to an impres- according to Parent. Ketcham
sive 6-3 start over the first three notched 17 kills while Thompson
weeks of their season, the women's chipped in with 13 of her own in
volleyball team was tripped up addition to seven aces. JackieBates
this past weekend at the 12 team '98 also added 12 kills.
After every match was comBates Invitational Tournament in
Lewiston, Maine.
p leted on Friday, the teams were
The Mules dropped three of re-seeded for Saturday and the top
four games over two days en route eight teams played for the title in
to finishing in ____^__t________—____m_____ ma______ m_____ mm. ,n,
| the winner 's
second p la ce
bracket. Colby
in
the "We played pretty well
was one of four
tournament's for the first two games .
remaining
teams included
consolation We just kind of had a let
in the consolabracket with
tion bracket.
a record of 1- down and they blew us
"At
that
3.
out after that. "
point
we
Colb y 's
Coach Mark Parent ,, . ,- ..
—
%rU?me of ____«a-H____H___n_N__H_____0_N____ -_________g a____________ i wanted to get
—————————— wnat we couia
tne tournament pitted them against a strong out ot the weekend and win the
Tufts team, the first of two matches consolation bracket," said Parent.
The Mules' first game on Satthe Mules would play on Friday.
According to co-Head Coach Mark urday saw them square off against
Parent, Colby came out flat and Western Connecticut, a team they
the Jumbos capitalized as they sent dispatched easily, 15-5, 15-2, 15-7.
the Mules packing in straight Thompson tallied six kills while
Bates added five.
games, 7-15, 11-15, 11-15.
Up next for Colby was MIT in
Apparently striving to correct
the lack of cohesion and enthusi- the consolation championship.
asm evident in their first contest, However, by that point MIT was
the Mules came out of the gates on a roll, and finished off the Mules
strong in their second match ver- in four games, 15-12, 12-15, 7-15,
sus MIT, taking the first two 5-15.
"They were the best team in
games, 15-12, 15-11. However,
Colby was unable to keep the mo- the consolation bracket," said Parmentum as MIT began to play bet- ent.
Hi ghlights for the Mules inter, sweeping the next three games,
cluded Bates' 13 kills and the 36
4-15, 13-15, 13-15.
"We played pretty well for the assists notched by Melissa
first two games," said Parent. Fiebelkorn '00.
"We just kind of had a let down
Yesterday, Colb y played host
and they blew us out after that. to Bates. On Saturday, the Mules
We just made a lot of errors on will travel to Brunswick for the
Round
Robin
Friday ni ght. We just kind of fell Bowdoin
Tournament.Q
apart. "
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Men's cross country
satisfied with showing
at Maine State Meet
BY KRISTEN NORTH
Staff Writer

The Colb y men's cross country team has a lot to look forward
to in the next coup le of weeks. At
this past Saturday's state meet at
Bowdoin , Colby finished a respectable third out of ei g ht teams.
However , both Bates and
Bowdoin finished ahead of the
Mules, in that order, which should
encourage Colb y to make improvements for the up coming
New Eng land Champ ionships at
Franklin Park on October 18th and
the NESCAC Champ ionships at
Williams the following weekend,
Head Coach Jefferson Goethals
put this past weekend in perspective , "We were unfocused as a
team , but we'll learn from that. "
Co-captain Pat Fournier '98,
was the top finisher for Colb y as
he placed third overall in the race,
"He was hoping to win , ' said
Goethals. "He was with the firs t
and second p lace finishers until
abou t the last mile. He was running very angry. It just wasn 't his
day. "
"I wasn 't mentall y where I
should have boon ," admitted
Fournier.

The surprise finish of the day
came from senior co-captain
Christian Winkley, who placed
15th overall. Winkley finished
with a personal best of under 27
minutes.
"He ran a very good time and
was within striking distance of
the top ten," said Goethals. "He
started conservativel y but then
started p icking people off. It' s a
positive sign for our team. "
According to Fournier ,
Winkley "ran an outstanding
race!"
Although the first and second
p lace finishers were not Colb y
runners, Fournier remained optimistic. "We did well but we have
a long way to go. We are reall y
cranking up the mileage at practice and then we'll taper down
later for the NESCAC meet. "
Despite last weekend' s disapp ointmen t, the Mules are maintaining n positive outlook for the
New Eng land Championships
which will include teams from
Division I, II and III. "Everyone
has a hard-working attitude ," said
Fournier. "We're coming off a
tough season. It' s good that our
attitudes now are in the rig ht
p lace. "Q

FOOTBALL,, continued from page 20

tal offense in its previous two
games combined, the Mules were
able to gain 331 against Wesleyan.
Sheehan, Deshaw and Matson (14
of 26, 200 yards, 1 INT, 2 touchdowns) led the Colby attack.
"We played pretty well,wejust
had some breakdowns on big
plays. I think it was the best offensive performance of the year so
hopefully we can build on it,"said
Sheehan.
Colby's defense was successful
inkeeping Wesleyan rurmingback
Tom Themistocles, who was
NESCAC's leading rusher going
into the game, in check, limiting
him to 66 yards on 16 carries. The
Mules were hurt through the air
however, as Fay completed 19 of
37 passes for 288 yards and three
touchdowns. He was intercepted
once, by linebacker Aaron
Whitmore '99 in the third quarter.
"We didn't' get ^the'pass _!&_ _
we-hoped!oragainst the freshman

quarterback," said Austin. :
Wesleyan took a 19-13 advantage into the locker room at halftime after fullback John Pascucci
scored on a one yard run with 36
seconds remaining in the second
quarter. Gage and Deshaw each
had touchdown receptions for the
Mules in the first half.
The Mules now turn their focus to Amherst, who they will f ace
this Saturday in Massachusetts.
Colby has won the last four meetings between the two teams, and
in each of the last two years, the
games have come down to the
wire. The Lord Jeffs enter the game
withNESCAC'sonly unblemished
3-0 record, while the White Mules
will look for their first win of the
year.
"We usually match up pretty
well with [Amherst]," said Austin. "This is a very significant game
for us. [We'll] see if we can play
well and get on the right track/'Q

SOCCER, continued from page 20
upper right hand corner for her
second goal of the day. Steph
Zegras '00 added a score, while
DeSimone notched a penalty kick
on aninfraction earned by Amanda
Ganong '00 for the Mules' final
score. Despite the offensive explosion executed by the Mules, perhaps the mostimportant aspect of
the team's ' pl|y was the performance of tri-captain Jenny
Lawrence '97, who backboned an
impressive defensive ef fortin both
victories, according to Holsten.
"We're so positive," said
Marchant. "We're on the winning
track. This was just the kind of
week we needed."
"We're playing great soccer,"
said Holsten. "Our team defense
solidified and our communication

has gotten much better. The win
against Plymouth State [ranked
7th in the ECAC] put us right
back in the hunt for postseason

play."

The Mules leave Mayflower
Hill after going 3-0-1 during their
most recent home stint.
Yesterday, they squared off
against Bowdoin in Brunswick.
The Polar Bears have lost drily once
this season and have never suffered a defeat at the hands of the
Mules.
"We've gone to overtime with
them for the last three years and
we're still looking for that first
elusive win," said Holsten. "We
should play strong because we
play best when we have nothing
to lose."Q

THOMPSON, continued from page 20

After enduring another rough
season of volleyball in 1994, Thompson decided not go out for the
basketball team during her sophomore year.
"It was a hard decision for me
because I love the sport so much,"
said Thompson. "But I had to
choose between hoops and volleyball and volleyball is my sport. ''
Coinciding with Thompson's
decision to concentrate on volleyball came a change of the team's
coaching staff. The summer prior
to Anna'sjunior year, Candace and
Mark Parent assumed the coaching duties for the once floundering
volleyball program. Together, the
Parents' knowledge of the game
has transformed the team into a
respectable squad that held a winning record at week's end.
"They turned the program
around," said Thompson. "They
are always pushing us and they are
positive at the same time. They
practice with us and that raises the
intensity level quite a bit. They reall y know what they are doing."
The coaching skill demon-

strated by the Parents' has obviously proved effective. During the
1995 season, the squad went to the
finals of the NESCAC tournament
where they eventually finished
second to Williams. Thompson
was named to the AU-NESCAC
second team in 1995.
"I've really enjoyed seeing the
program grow," said Thompson.
"When I came in, it was a mess. So
it has been satisfying to watch the
team progress.We've really fought
for recognition and it has been
great to see the level improve each
year.
"I want to have fun when I play
the sport and now I am. I enjoy it
and we have a lot of fun together
because we are a small team. We're
close."
At last, in her final year at
Colby, Thompson has narrowed
her athletic to focus solely on volleyball. Instead of playing limited
roles on two teams, Thompson has
assumed leadership on just one,
and we can rest assured that her
teammates and coaches are
grateful.?

Anderson leads golf
team to Victory in Sid
Farr Invitational
BY GALEN CARR
Sports Editor

Last Thursday the Colby golf
team secured their second tournament win of the season with a victory in the Sid Farr Invitational. The
tournament,named after the former
Colby golf coach and hosted by the
Mules, also showcased teams from
the University of Southern Maine
and Thomas College.
Usingthe Stablef ord scoring system Hn which team points are
awarded for pars,birdies and eagles,
whilepoints are subtracted for anything more than a bogey, the Mules
finished with a total of 23 points,
whileUSM finished second with18
pointsand Thomas finished last with
a point total of 12.
"It was a very successful tournament for us," said Head Coach Jim
Tortorella.
Ih addition to winning the tournament,the Mules were also able to
boast the top two finishers in the
event. Top Colby player E.J.Ander-

son 97 shot an impressive threeover-par 75 to win the individual
medal whileBen O'Connell '99 shot
a seven-over 79 to secure second
place overall.
"I think the interesting part of
the day was that [E.J.] didn't start
the day off too well,"said Tortorella.
"Butlthink thepartabout EJ.is that
he doesn't get too worried when he
gets off to a slow start. Nothing that
happens to him seems to get him
real excited. He was able to face the
adversity and get through it."
On Sunday, the Mules traveled
to Gorham to take part in the University of Southern Maine at
Gorham Country Club Invitational.
Colby finished sixth out of eight
teamswitha score of 346. TheMules'
top scorers were once again Anderson and O'Connell, who both finished tied for 8th place overall as
each of them shot an 82.
The Mules' final competition of
the season will be the CBB tournament at Bates College on October
15th.Q
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A little fall cleaning:emptying the
cluttered drawers of the sports mind
BY GALEN CARR
Sports Editor

As fall passes us by and winter
imposes itself rather abruptly upon
Mayflower Hill, I find that this is a
time when sports fans have a lot on
their minds. Therefore, I decided
that, before winter arrives and our
minds as sports fans are bombarded
with all sorts of other seasons (basketball, hockey, skiing, etc.), I
would cleanse mine of the molding
thoughts that are presently occupying such valuable space that
could be better utilized for storing
such things as: when my next paper is due,which headline I should
give the women's tennis article,
what kind of pizza I should
smuggle out of Dana tonight and
which is the better deal: a case of
Natural Light for $10.99 or a 30pack of Miller High Life for $12.99.
Thus, I begin my cleansing.
• Even though the football team
lost to Wesleyan on Saturday in
the final minute, it was good to see
their offense finally kick it into
gear. What I want to know is,with
a rifle-armed quarterback like P.J.
Matson '97 and a sure-handed receiver in Jerrod Deshaw '97, who
caught five passes for 85 yards,
why did it take so long for the
football brass to figure out that
those were the two guys to run
your offense around?
• The women's soccer team is
making some noise. After a 2-1 win
over Plymouth State (their first win
over the Panthers in 16 tries) and a
5-0 waxing of Trinity last week, it
looks like they're for real.This could
be the only varsity team this semester to represent Colby in a
postseason tournament, which
gives us all the more reason to offer
our support . Keep your eyes on
them.
• Hats off to the waterpolo club
team who conquered the likes of
Boston University, Tufts, Bates and
Bowdoin last weekend to secure
the top seed in the New England
Eastern Regional Waterpolo Tournament to be held at the end of the
month.
• It's nice to finally have that

brand new field hockey field functional again. Now they can start
building a new baseball field. After
using the diamond as a practice
field all fall, the baseball field looks
more like farmer Harold's cow pasture after a summer of daily use.
• Nice crowd at the football
game on Saturday. Anyone see
Morty theMule? If not,contact your
nearest athletic department and tell
them to get a move on giving this
school a live mascot.
• Don't get mad, get even. It
might be time for the swim team to
come up with some kind of tradition where they get half-naked and
run across the gridiron during football practice.
Moving on to other, more professional things...
• Roberto Alomar, the star second baseman for the Baltimore
Orioles who spit in the face of
umpire John Hirschbeck and
made derogatory comments about
Hirschbeck's dead son while disputing a call,belongs on the bench
for the remainder of his team's
postseason, and a substantial
chunk of next season as well.
However, instead , whoever is
running Major League Baseball
these days is just slapping Alomar
on the wrist with a pathetically 1
lenient five-game suspension,;
which will be served at the beginning of next season, while he appears in the Orioles infield for
every game of the 1996 American
League Championship Series
against the New York Yankees.
For those of you who aren't
able to comprehend the severity
of Alomar's crime, basically, his
punishment, compared to how he
should have been disciplined (an
80 game suspension without pay),
is analogous to Dean of Students
Janice Kassman sending you a
voice mail asking you politely to
"please not do that again" after
you hijacked Joka's and threw a
party with the loot for half the
campus at 4 a.m. on a Tuesday
.„[ •/ ¦
night. . .. , . . , , ,. , . .
• Wow. If spitting in someone's
face weren't enough,just mentioning the Yankees makes my stom-

ach queasy. If anything worthwhile
results from this year's baseball
postseason in my view, I hope it is
that the Bronx Bombers are denied
a trip to the World Series. The satisfaction Yanks fans would receive
from their team taking part in the
Fall Classic would be too much for
me to take. Plus, the added bonus is
that Sox fans love it when Mr.
Steinbrenner doesn't get what he
wants.
• They've scored 105 points in
their last three games. They've put
themselvesback in position to make
some noise in their division and
their conference . They're the New :
England Patriots. No, I don't stutter. Green Bay, Dallas, San Francisco beware. The Pats are for real.
• Just imagine. You just earned
almost $300,000 for winning your
latest golf tournament at age 20 on
Sunday when you won the Las Vegas Invitational. But you could really care less about the money. Your
endorsement contracts with Nike
and Titleist add up to about $60
million. The only reason why y ou
are happy that you won almost
$300,000 this past week f or f our
days work is because you qualified
to play on the PGA Tour for the
next two years, during which you
can earn millions of more dollars.
Your name is Tiger Woods. Life is
hard.
• On my way to the Dave
Matthews concert in Boston last
Wednesday, I walked (within spitting distance) right by ex-Red Sox
manager Kevin Kennedy, two days
after he was fired. A Los Angeles
native just extricated from the east
coast, Kennedy did not look like a
happy man. Unfortunately, despite
being the impulsive journalist that
I am, one that always thinks on his
f eet, I hadn't realized until it was
too late that I should have attempted to get a personal tell-all
interview with Kenned y for the
Echo. I think the first question I
would have asked him is this:
Kevin, you were fired t\yo days ;
ago. What are ybu still doing here?
• Speaking of famous people in
unusual places: Dennis Rodman?
In Augusta?D

Saturda y Sawin g at Unit y
GALEN CARR
Sports Editor

This past Saturday, the Colby

w oo d smen 's team competed in

the Unity College Woodsmen's
Meet held in Unity, Maine. The
meet also inclu d ed t eams fr om
schools such as UMaine-Orono,
Un ity- College and the University of New Brunswick. '
Competing in sudv events as
t he ax t hrow , t he cha in t hrow ,
t he s ingle bucksaw , the f irewoo d
t°ss, th e pole cl imb, the pul p
toss for distance and three relay
even ts, the Mules were able to
cap ture first place in three different evento.
Frank Struwe '98 won the
cha in throw, Ashley lung '97 secured first place in the firewood

Photo courtesy of Meghan Fallo t!

Top row: Eric Waters '00, Frank Struwe '99 , Step hen Mosca
'99, Chris Davi s '99 , Chris Brad y '99, Ma tt Kuchar '97 y Jes8i ci
Photo courtesy of Meghan Fa llon Stitt '00, Alanna Ming ay '00 , Christine Beverage '00 , Doug
Frank Struwe '99 and Matt Kuchar '97 during the cross-cut
' 9. Bottom row: Ashley Ring '97 , Meghan F allon
Con nell y 9
sawing event.
'98, Alici a Haines '00.
toss , while the wom en's f irewood Christine Beveridge '00, won the feet using peaveys, saw the wood neatly'.-;
relay team , comprised of Ring, firewood relay. The firewood re- i nto eight p ieces , cho p those
The Woodsmen's team will
Meghan Fallon '98, Alanna
Mingay '00, Alicia Haines '00 and

lay race required the team fell a

pieces into two with an ax and

20 foot stand ing pole , drag it 50 subsequently stack, the pieces

compete next on October 18th and

19th in New Bru n^vick.a

Women's tennis cruises past
Plymouth State in 9-0 win
ii
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the players filled in at courtside to
watch the Mules go into battle. Even
though the Panthers proved to be
less of a threat than many of the
Mules' opponents in previous
matches, "it took a lot of focus and
concentration to win," said Head
Coach Erica Silbersher.
This tenacity was particularly
evident.in the play of both captain
Erin Brenner '97 and Anne
Cammack '00. Brenner, playing as
the fourth seed, split the first two

down and steamrolled through the
third set 6-0 to secure the victory.
Cammack, playing as the fifth
singles seed, dropped her first set 62 but rebounded to take the match
6-4, 6-3 in the final two sets.
"As always, I never cease to be
impressed when my players battle
back from a loss of concentration
into a controlled victory," said
Silbersher.
Erica Montgoris '99 was also
playing among the top players for
the first time this season, and as
number six seed, won her singles
match handily. In doubles, Amy
Sokotch '00 and Lindsay Hayes '99
continued to work well as a team by
breezing through their match 8-2.
"After our hardest match of the
season [versus Amherst last week],
we were ready to be victorious
against Plymouth State," said
Jessie Anderson '98. "We were
fired-up and we showed our stuff
in beating them in our first sweep
of the season. Our fans gave us the
boost of confidence we needed to
prepare ourselves for future
matches."
This weekend the Mules travel
to Wellesley, Mass. to compete in
the Division III Rolex Regional
Championships.Q

Colby,theMulesscored again thanks
to the efforts of Pete O'Neill '98 and
Doug Jocelyn '97. Flankers Keith
Phifer '98 and Jason Albino '98
wreaked havoc upon the Bowdoin
backline.Back row forwards Andrew
Porter '98, Rich Morrissey '97 and
Zuffoletti commanded the Iineouts
and produced cleanball for thebacks.
Mark Renkawicz '99, Phifer and Albino held Bowdoin in check in the
rucks and in the open field.
When the final whistle had
sounded, the Colby had defeated
Bowdoin for the first time in eleven
years by the score of 22-6.
On Saturday, the Mules got a
chance to exact revenge on Plymouth
State College, which had defeated
Colby handily last season. In the first
half, Plymouth State successfull y
held Colby in their own end. Solid
defense by Chris Mayaka '99 kept
the Panthersfrom scoring. The Mules
were able to put together a series of
runs and sideline kicks whichmoved
Colby to the PlymouthState40-meter
line. From there,Jocelyn converted a

penalty for three points and at the
half, the score stood tied at three
despitePlymouth State'sdominance.
The second half was a different
story. With a spirited pep talk from
Zuffoletti, the Mules came out gassed
up for the second half. Albino and
Phifer kept the Panthers'back line in
disarray while Porter and Morrissey
secured lineout ball. Plymouth had
begun to pushColby backto their own
end when Jocelyn broke through the
defensive line and passed to Pataki for
the Mules'first score. The tri was converted, making the score 10-3in favor
of Colby.Just minuteslater,Geoff Starr
'00 passed to Pataki, who tallied his
second tri of the afternoon. TheMules
then added a conversionand apenalty
goal > to increase their lead to 20-3.
Renkawicz, Ben Hirschfeld '00 and
Sharen led Colby's front line scrums
into an area which had been previously dominated by Plymouth. With
time running out, Plymouth State
scored, converted a tri and converted
a penalty as well, leaving the final
score at 20-13in favor of the Mules !}

Echo pho to by Tanya Semels
Captain Erin Brenner '97 warms up before the match
agains t Amherst.

BY JOEL GROSSBARD
Staff Writer

To say that the Colby women's
tennis team rebounded from their 81loss to Amherst College is an understatement. Their opponent last weekend, Plymouth State College, was at
the opposite end of the spectrum that
Colby wastwoweeks agoasthe Mules
shut out the Panthers, 9-0
The match took place on Family
Weekend as friends and relatives of

Rugby ices Polar Bears, 22-6
BY MARTIN ELWELL
Contributing Writer

You need only two words to describe the Colby men's rugby team —
enfuego. The club sport has a2-0record
for the first time in eight years. On
September 28, the Mules defeated
Bowdoin during the Polar Bears' Parents Weekend. Co-captainsJon Pataki
'97andAndy Zuffoletti'971edanexperienced Colby squad which has 12 returning starters and an average rugby
experience of six years per player.
In the first half, Colby took a 3-0
' lead off of a penalty conversion and
added five more points when Peter
Sharen '97 and Eben Peck '98 connected for Colby 's first major score.
However, before the half ended,
Bowdoin converted a penalty, cutting the Mules' lead to 8-3.
The second half wasn't much different for the Polar Bears as Pataki
rumbled into the end zone for the
Mules'second scoreof the afternoon.
After another Bowdoin conversion,
making the score 13-6 in favor of
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E.J. Anderson '97 **"*"»»i™****"*
Playing in relative obscurity, Anderson is in the midst of a solid
season as the Colby golf team's top player. Anderson, from Falmouth,
Maine, captured first place in the Sid Farr Golf Invitational this past
Friday, his first tournament win of the season. Anderson shot a 75 over
18 holes, finishing ahead of teammate Ben O'Connell '99 by four
strokes.

Wfflllillllll lB^

Chris Sheehan '99
Sheehan, a tailback for the football team, turned in a great allaround effort in the Mules''31-28 loss last Saturday to Wesleyan
University, singlehandly keeping the team in the game. Sheehan
caught six passes for 96 yards, ran the ball 21 times for 65 yards and a
touchdown and returned,© kickoff for 33 yards. On the day, Sheehan
gained 184 all-purpose*yar<l8>but more impressive was the fact that he
accounted for over 55','per
< .eftt of the entire Colby offense.
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scoreboard at the hands of this womeri* sticc^f )gbal%. a pivotal
week for the Mules,Garni backboned an impre$siyedefensive effort as
Colby knocked off Plymouth State and Trinity (b raise their record to
5-2-1. A native of Wellesley, Mass., Garni, wriol>rol .efhe Colby record
for career shutouts on Septemer 25, added another tp.her resume with
a 5-0 blanking of Trinity College on Saturday. V , , ( ',
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Ross McEwen '99
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soccer team, registering a
McEvref t S j i^ ^
goal and an^ist'in a 2-ttJrJtfb\$*U$M ktti^n adding two more
goals and an assist in a 4-1 win ovver|<21ai?k HfuveWtyt On the week,
go
McEwen f igured in 5 of the 6 Colby^ als, vaulting h imself to the top
of the NESCAC scoring leaders.

Men's soccer dominant versus USM, Clark
BY PAT MCBRIDE
Asst. Sports Editor

Corning off a rough week during which they dropped matches to
Tufts University and Connecticut
College, the Colby men's soccer
team needed a 2-0 week to get back
on track and refocused on
postseason play.
Colby did just that, knocking off
the University of Southern Maine,
2-0, on the road Wednesday, October 2 and upending Clark University, 4-1, at home on Sunday. The
sweep put Colby back over the .500
mark (4-3) heading into Tuesday's
matchwith the University of MaineFarmington.
"It's nice to come to the halfway
point of the season with a two win
Echo p ho to by Tany a Semels week," said Head Coach Mark
(l-r) Br ian Bowling '97 , Chris Fleming '99 and Nizar AlSerdjenian. "We finished on an up
Bassam '97j all go up against Clark last Sunday
note, but we still have a lot of bi g

Women's cross country
finishes second in
Maine State Meet
BY LARRY BENESH
Staff Writer

Last Saturday's course at the
MAIAW. State Meet at Bowdoin
caused a few problems for
Colby's women's cross country
team. Co-captain Liz Fagan '97
reinjured her hip on an unexpectedly hilly loop in her first
race back from a previous injury
and Farrell Burns '98 sprained
her ankle on the same spot. Despite their injuries however, both
runners finished among the top
15 places. Fagan placed 12th
overall, she had been in third
until her injury, and Burns
fought back to gain the 15th position.
"Liz is probably lucky to have
finished the race, but she probabl y shouldn't have," said Head
Coach Deb Aitken. "Right now
we don't know the full diagnosis but it looks dubious for the
rest of the season/'
Even t hough she was the overall winner, Colby star and cocaptain Kara Patterson '97 had
some trouble with the new course
as well.
7 :rt ' rt i"Kara made a wrong turn and
prob ably lost five or six seconds," said Aitken.
However; even a wrong turn
could not keep Patterson from
continuing to exhibit heir dominance over her New England
competition. Her time of 19:48
w a s a full 10 secon d s fas t er t han
the closest runner, and it maintained her undefeated status as
Colb y 's top runner so far this
season. With continuing performances such as these, it would
appear that Patterson is well on
her way to qualif y ing for nationals.
"I would think that her
chances (of qualif ying for nationals) are extremel y high,"
said Aitken. "The telling moment will be at the New England Championships in a
couple weeks. Williams will be
there , as will some Division I
competition. "
The Mu l es f i n ishe d second
derail at the State Meet. As a

team they finished behind only
Bowdoin, just ten points behind
the Polar Bears. Kathleen Thompson '97 was Colby's secondbest finisher as she placed seventh overall. Prior to this season, Thompson had never been
seeded hi gher than Colb y 's seventh best runner, or had ever
finished among the top 40 in
any race. However, this season
is a different story. Thus far this
year , Thompson has placed
within the top ten positions in
every race.
Aitken is at somewhat of a
loss to explain Thompson's incredible progress.
"She trained at altitude and
substantially increased her oxygen capacity," said Aitken. "But
for any runner to make that kind
of improvement is just very
rare."
Thompson herself thinks that
her improvement is partiall y because of mental gains.
"I think a lot of it is just having a positive attitude,"she said.
"I just feel stronger."
Cor ey Dwyer '00> Amy
Montemerlb''99 and Sarah Czok
'00 also contributed to the
Mules( success over the weekend. All three runners finished
among the top 20. Christine
Kennedy '98 finished 23rd. It
was her best race of the season.
"Corey, Amy an d Sarah a r e
tigh t en ing up and mov ing up a s
a pack," said Aitken.
As of l as t week, the Mules
were ranked third in New England and 20th nationally. They
will, in all likelihood, remain in
t hose pos iti ons i n t h is week' s
polls. The next race for the
Mules will be the New England
Championshi ps i n Bos t on on
October 18. According to
Aitken, a primary focus for the
Mules w il l b e t o f in i sh ahea d of
Bow doin.
"We have a strong team all
the way around who can fill in a
lot of gaps," said Thompson.
"W e hav e p lenty of opportuni ty
for fu ture races and we feel reall y pofi itive/'CT

games ahead of us."
In Colby 's 2-0 victory over University of Southern Maine, sophomores Ross McEwen and Ben
Waterhouse supplied the scoring
punch. McEwen also added an
assist. Goalkeeper Graham
Nelson '98 played well in net for
the White Mules, according to
Serdjenian.
Colby took on Clark University on Sunday and McEwen and
company responded with a convincing 4-1 victory. McEwen registered two goals and an assist,
while Mike Child '97 and Andy
Young '98 accounted for the other
two scores.
"We were more creative in the
attack,"said Serdjenian. "Except for
theTufts game,the defense has been
solid and wehave scored somebeautiful goals."
Colby heads into a tough three

game set withUMF, PlymouthState
and Bowdoin before closing out the
season with four games on the road.
Bowdoin is currently ranked fifth in
New England and Bates is riding
high, according to Serdjenian , after
handing Williams its first regular
season loss since 1992.
"The key for us is to stay
healthy," said Serdjenian , who is
without the services of sweeper
David Hall '97. "We also need that
combination of hard defense and **
transition to offense quickly. Some
people think that defense and offense are separate, but we need to
go back and forth smoothly in transition."
This past week saw the emergence of McEwen, who recorded 3
goals and 2 assists in the two games,
vaulting himself into a tie for the
NESCAC scoring lead with 14
points.Q

Field hockey swept by
Williams and Trinity
BY DOUGLAS HEFFER
Staff Writer

Coming off losses at the hands
of the University of Maine and Connecticut College, the field hockey
team was determined to redeem
themselves this past week. The
Mules were slated to host Williams
on Friday followed by Trinity on
Saturday. Unfortunately, Colby
was unable to capitalize in either
game. They dropped both, bringing their record to 1-6 on the season.
The Mules anticipated that the
Maine and Connecticut games
would be two of their toughest
matchups of the season. Williams
boasted a New England ranking of
eighth, while Trinity held the sixth
spot. In front of a big home crowd
for parent's weekend, the Mules
went into the Williams game with
p lenty of support. The Mules were
fired up mentall y before the game
but didn't bring much of that enthusiasm to the playing field, according to Head Coach Heidi
Godomsky,
"I don't care how fired up verbally they are if they don't bring it to
the field," said Godomsky. "They
need to be fired up right from the
first whistle."
The Mules played a strong first
half, holding the Ephs to a single
goal. However, they were unable
to keep up their intensity through
the second half and were scored
upon again with two minutes remaining, giving the Ephs the 2-0
shutout.
"They were an extremely tough
team and we just fell apart," said cocaptain Erika Ayers '98. "We wanted
i I but we just couldn't come together
as a team, which was unfortunate."
"Our play doesn't reveal our
enthusiasm," said Godomsky.
The Mules were set to try again
on Saturday against a tough Trinity
squad in front of another large home
crowd of students and parents.
Colby came out strong and scored
the game's first goal on a breakaway
by Jaime Cassidy '00, assisted b y
Melanie Estrella "00. "It was a great
goal, by far the best of the year,"
said Godomsky.
However, Trinity tied the game
up 12 minutes later on a controver-

Echo p ho to by Kristina Smith

Robin Ackley '00 leaves this Trinity player behind as she
heads toward the goal.
sial call. The Jumbos thought they
had scored when the first referee
ruled that they had scored. However, Godomsky vehemently disagreed as she argued that there was
a penalty on the play. At that point,
another referee called time out to
discuss the matter and ruled to over-

We're at the point
where we need to
go out there and
just do it. The
talent is there but
we're not focused
yet. We really need
to come together as
a team .
- H ead Coach Heidi
Godomski

turn the goal, which sent the Trinity
coach on a rampage. The display by
the Jumbos' coach resulted in the
referees coming to a compromise
and giving Trinity a penally shot
instead of allowing their goal. According to Godomsky, the ruling
should not have resulted in a pen-

alty shot for the Jumbos. After the
disagreement,Trinity capitalized on
the penalty shot to tie the game at 11.
"The team didn't feel like they
had been robbed of a goal and just
let-Trinitywalk-all over them. When
they get down and score, on it's
like fighting out of a mental hole,"
remarked Godomsky. After the
controversial call, Trinity took advantage of the momentum and
notched three straight goals en
route to a 4-1 defeat. "Once we get
scored on, it's all downhill from
there," said Ayers.
"We're at a point where we need
to go out there and just do it," said
Godomsky. "The talent is definitel y
there but we're not focused yet. We
really need to come together as a
team."
This week the Mules defeated
Gordon College 3-0 on Tuesday
and will face Springfield on Saturday. Before the game Godomsk y
said that Gordon was a weak team
but not one to take for granted .
Springfield is ranked fifth in the
region with a 7-3 record. "It's going
to be a hard game," said Godomsky.
"It will be our first time playing on
turf this season."
With seven games remaining on
their schedule, the Mules still have
a chance finish , the season with a
winning record^
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Football nipped by Wesleyan

Offense finally finds rh ythm , defense comes up
short in fina l minute of 31-28 loss
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Staff Writer

Echo p hoto by J ennifer Atwood

Backfielder Sally Heath '98 goes head to head against
Plymouth State in last Tuesday 's 2-1 victory

Women s soccer traps
Panthers, Jumbos
BY DAVE SCHOETZ

half, Jenna DeSimone '98 arched a
corner kick into the box that Jessica Knoll '00 headed into the upper left hand corner, giving the
Mules the 2-1 lead. Near perfect
team defense and superb
goaltending from Heather Garni
'99 secured the win, ending Plymouth State's 16-game win-streak
over the Mules. Next up was TrinityThough Trinity has still not
won a contest this season, they
have been difficult opposition for
many solid teams, according to
Head Coach Jen Holsten. However,Colby was completely dominant as they walked all over the
Bantams.
In the tenth minute of the first
half,co-captain Kara Marchant '97
found Shannon Tracy '97 for the
first tally. In the fifteenth minute,
Neuger beat the Trinity goal
keeper for her second goal in as
many games.
In only the first minute of the
second half ,Tracy blasted another
score from the 18 yard line into
see SOCCER on page 16

Staff Writer

Coming off a difficult start to
their season, the women's soccer
team needed a strong week of play
to boost their confidence. Last Tuesday, the Mules edged Plymouth
State 2-1, giving them their first
victory over the Panthers in 16 tries.
Plymouth State ousted Colby from
last year's ECAC finals. On Saturday, in front of a large Parents
Weekend crowd, the Mules upended Trinity 5-0 for their first
Parents Weekend win ever.
Last Tuesday, Plymouth struck
first on an indirect kick that sailed
through the Mules'defensive third
and found the back of the net. However, on the ensuing kickoff, Kara
Schiebel '99 beat the Plymouth
State goalie to a ball that was up for
grabs,flicked it to tri-captain Cathy
Neuger '97,who guided the ball in
for a score, knotting the match at 11 going into half-time. From then
on, Colby's all-around play was
flawless.
Ten minutes into the second

Trailing 28-25 with 44 seconds
remaining in the fourth quarter,the
Wesleyan Cardinals faced a fourth
and 10 situation on the Colby 12yard line. Following three strai ght
incomplete passes, Cardinals freshman quarterback Jake Fay, starting
his first collegiate game, hit wide
receiver Mike Hakim for a touchdown, giving Wesleyan a 31-28 lead
and virtually clinching the victory
over the White Mules.
Colby dropped to 0-3 on the season and extended its losing streak,
including last season, to four games,
While the Cardinals improved to 21.
Late in the fourth quarter, Colby
appeared to have control of the
game.TheMules gained possession
with 8:13 left in the contest on the
Wesleyan 20-yard line, after the
Cardinals missed a 37-yard field
goal that would have tied the game.
Then disaster struck.
Colby's offense drove to the
Wesleyan 23-yard line and was
threatening to extend its lead. With
3:54 remaining, tailback Lawaun
Curry '97 fumbled and Wesleyan
recovered on its own 22, setting up
its game winning 78-yard drive that
was capped by the critical fourth
down completion.
"Obviously they were going to
pass," said Colby Head Coach Tom
Austin of the winning touchdown.
"We were in hawk defense (man to
man coverage underneath) and we
didn't get the job done. Everybody
didn't cover who they were supposed to cover. But itshouldn't have
come down to that."
Despite the shattering loss, the
team, and more specifically, the of-

Echo p hoto by Amy Rzeznikiewicz

Jerrod DeShaw '97 with the ball during Saturday 's
heartbreaker versus Wesleyan
fense, had its first solid all-around from Matson to tailback Chris
performance of the season. Colby Sheehan '99 on third and three that
was able to move the ball effectivel y put the Mules on the Cardinals two
and put points on the board, things yard line. Matson's pass to fullback
it had not been able to do during its Don Gage '99 on the two point conversion gave the Mules a 28-25 lead.
previous two losses.
After trailing 19-13 at the half,
"As disappointing as it is, we
certainly have gotten better," said Colby was able to regain the lead
Austin. "Our objective is to improve with 6:00 left in the third quarter.
from game one to game eight and Sheehan,whofinished theafternoon
wetook great strides [on Saturday]." with 65 yards on 21 carries and six
"We clicked as an offense and receptions for 96 yards, scored on a
there isn't anybody in the league four yard touchdown rush to give
that can stop us, we stopped our- the Mules a one point advantage,
selves," said wide receiver Jerrod 20-19.
Wesleyan countered with a
Deshaw '97, who finished the afternoon with five receptions for 85 touchdown on its next possession ,
as Fay found tight end Shane Doyle
yards and a touchdown.
Colby took the lead with 12:31 for an 11yard score. Colby kept the
left in the fourth quarter on senior Cardinals out of the end zone on the
quarterback P.J. Matson's touch- ensuing two point conversion to
down run from the Wesleyan one keep the deficit at 25-20.
After recording 348 yards of to
yard line. The 53 yard scoring drive
was set up by a 32 yard screen pass see FOOTBALL on page 16

Decisions , decisions

After choosin g to follow her heart , multi-talented Anna
Thom pson '97 has become a star on the volleyball court
BY BEN RUSSELL
Staff Writer
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Echo pho ln by J ennife r Alivood

Captain Anna Thompson '97 during p ra c tice this wee k

Colby women's volleyball outside hitter Anna Thompson is an
athlete. The senior co-captain was a
multi-sport athlete before making
the trek from Aspen, Colo, to Mayflower hill in the fall of 1993. Settling on just the sport of volleyball
proved to be a difficult task for the
mul ti-talented Thompson, who was
also a standout for Aspen High
School in both basketball and soccer.
Thompson's high school credentials as a three-sport star are impeccable. Duringhersenior year of 199293 she earned Colorado All-State
honors in volleyball and was named
an All-League player in both bas-

ketball and soccer.
"I was looking for a small liberal
arts school," said Thompson. "My
principal was from Skowhegan and
he told me to look in to Colby.I came
up and saw a bunch of schools, but
Colby was the best school and I
wanted to go, I also wanted to play
volleyball but I didn't know what to
expect out of Division III."
The women's volleyball program was in turmoil during her first
two seasons on the squad. 'T was
disappointed during my freshman
and sophomore years with Colby
volleyball," said Thompson. "I was
really frustrated."
After the 1993 season, Anna began spending a lot of her spare time
in Wadsworth gymnasium - on the
basketball court.

"I have never felt like a hoops
player," said Thompson. "I loved
playing but I never thought I'd be a
college player. 1 didn't try out my
freshman year but I found myself at
the gym because I missed p laying
so much."
Former Colby women's basketball coach Carole Anne Beech saw
Thompson shooting hoops on the
side court before a women's basketball game and offered her a chance
to try out after Christmas break.
"I made it and I joined the team
in January," said Thompson. "I
didn't play that much,which wasn't
a surprise to me. I guess that it was
kind of hard coming onto a team
that had alread y been together for a
few months."
see THOMPSON on page 16

